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ABSTRACT 
Ge1-xSnx and SiyGe1-x-ySnx materials are being researched intensively for 
applications in infra-red optoelectronic devices. Due to their direct band gap these 
materials may in-fact be the enabling factor in the commercial realization of silicon 
photonics/group IV photonics and the integration of nanophotonics with 
nanoelectronics. However the synthesis of these meta-stable semiconductor alloys, 
with a range of Sn-compositions, remains the primary technical challenge. Highly 
specialized epitaxial growth methods must be employed to produce single crystal 
layers which have sufficient quality for optoelectronic device applications. Up to this 
point these methods have been unfavorable from a semiconductor manufacturing 
perspective. In this work the growth of high-quality Si-Ge-Sn epitaxial alloys on Ge-
buffered Si (100) using an industry-standard reduced pressure chemical vapor 
deposition reactor and a cost-effective chemistry is demonstrated. The growth kinetics 
are studied in detail in-order to understand the factors influencing layer composition, 
morphology, and defectivity. In doing so breakthrough GeSn materials and device 
results are achieved including methods to overcome the limits of Sn-incorporation and 
the realization of low-defect and strain-relaxed epitaxial layers with up to 20% Sn.  
P and n-type doping methods are presented in addition to the production of 
SiGeSn ternary alloys. Finally optically stimulated lasing in thick GeSn layers and 
SiGeSn/GeSn multiple quantum wells is demonstrated. Lasing wavelengths ranging 
from 2-3 µm at temperatures up to 180K are realized in thick layers. Whereas  
SiGeSn/GeSn multiple quantum wells on a strain-relaxed GeSn buffers have enabled 
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the first reported SiGeSn/GeSn multiple quantum well laser operating up to 80K with 
threshold power densities as low as 33 kW/cm
2
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ge1-xSnx and SiyGe1-x-ySnx materials offer promising technical advantages 
compared to traditional group IV semiconductors. The incorporation of Sn into SiGe and 
Ge enables novel strain engineering in advanced complementary metal oxide 
semiconductors (CMOS) devices due to the tunable lattice constant [1,2]. The alloy also 
has a tunable band gap which transitions to direct bandgap material at Sn compositions 
greater than ~8%. These are unique qualities among group IV semiconductors making it 
ideal for optoelectronic device applications and likely the enabling technology in “silicon 
photonics” [3]. The great potential of this material has been demonstrated with recent 
reports of GeSn-based lasers [4,5]. Despite these encouraging results GeSn has not yet 
been adopted in any commercialized semiconductor device applications which is mainly 
due to the lack of mature materials growth techniques. Epitaxial growth of device quality 
alloys is difficult for a number of reasons such as lattice mismatch/strain leading to high 
dislocation density [6], Sn-segregation/precipitation [7], and amorphous inclusions [8]. 
Over the past a few years several research groups have demonstrated high-quality layers 
using various growth methods [9-14]. In order for GeSn to enable group IV photonics the 
epitaxial growth method must be compatible with high-volume semiconductor 
manufacturing practices. Therefore, this requirement excludes techniques which utilize 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHV-
CVD).  Techniques which employ expensive, non-standard precursors such Ge2H6 and 
SnD4 are also questionable in their manufacturing suitability.   
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In this work we investigate the use of industry standard precursors SiH4, GeH4 and 
SnCl4, to deposit epitaxial GeSn/SiGeSn on the industry standard ASM Epsilon® 2000 
chemical vapor deposition reactor. This work focuses on identifying the factors that 
govern Sn-incorporation and defect generation in the epitaxial layer using the SiH4, GeH4 
and SnCl4 chemistry. Moreover, we demonstrate how an understanding of the growth 
kinetics, Sn-incorporation, and strain-relaxation can be used to produce Si-Ge-Sn bulk 
and heterostructure lasers.  
 
1.1 GE1-XSNX STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AND ELECTRONIC 
PROPERTIES 
 
The optical properties of indirect band gap group IV semiconductors can be 
engineered by modifying the bandstructure. Doping, tensile-strain, and alloying can be 
used separately or in combination to engineer the bandstructure and optical properties. 
The energy separation in germanium’s indirect (L) and direct (Γ) band gaps is ~ 140 meV 
which is quite small and makes it an ideal material for band structure modification. It has 
even been shown that high levels of n-type doping in germanium can influence direct gap 
behavior without directly modifying the bands [15,16]. The Ge bandstructure is shown in 
figure 1 below, for heavily doped n-type material the position of the Fermi level allows 
for thermal exchange of electrons out of the indirect valley and into the direct valley. 
The application of strain modifies the symmetry of the crystal lattice and can change the 
band structure of a semiconductor. In germanium, biaxial tensile-strain in particular is 
beneficial for optical properties. The application of tensile-strain lifts the degeneracy of 
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the valence bands and the light hole (LH) band moves up in energy relative to the heavy 
hole (HH) band. Additionally tensile-strain will make the Γ-energy gap decrease relative 
to the L-energy gap such that at ~ 1.5% tensile strain germanium becomes a direct gap 
material [15]. Alloying germanium with tin also moves Γ-energy gap down relative to the 
L-energy gap which enables tuning of the band gap in the infra-red range. The amount of 
Sn required to make 𝐸𝑔
Γ <  𝐸𝑔
L is not a simple linear interpolation between the band gap 
of pure germanium and pure tin. Such a linear interpolation would put the direct  
crossover at x = 0.2, it is experimentally found however that there is a large bowing in the  
energy gap vs. x relationship [17, 18]. This relationship can be expressed as: 
                           E(x) = ESn∙x + EGe∙(1-x) − b∙x(1-x)                                          (1)            
Where ESn is the band gap of Sn, EGe is the band gap of Ge, and b is the bowing 
so
lh
hh
E
k

L
Ef
Figure 1. Band-diagram of a highly doped n-type germanium the red dashed line is the Fermi level. Even 
though the Fermi level is below the Γ-valley the Fermi-tail extends into the  Γ-valley making electron 
occupation increasingly probable [10] 
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coefficient. It is generally agreed that the direct gap crossover point is between 6-8% Sn 
[17,18]  however this result assumes a strain-free layer. Adding Sn to the Ge lattice will 
also increase the lattice constant of the material as: 
                                  𝑎𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛(𝑥) =  𝑎𝑆𝑛𝑥 + 𝑎𝐺𝑒(1 − 𝑥) − 𝑏𝑥(1 − 𝑥)                              (2)     
Where 𝑎𝑆𝑛 = 6.489 Å, = 𝑎𝐺𝑒 = 5.658 Å, and b is the bowing parameter. Figure 2 below 
illustrates how the direct crossover point varies with Sn content and strain-state as 
predicted by Gupta and coworkers [17]. It can be seen from this figure that compressive 
strain counter-acts the addition of Sn, and tensile strain assists the addition of Sn in terms 
of direct gap conversion. Therefore in-theory it is desirable to grow Ge1-xSnx alloys on 
substrates which are lattice-matched or even substrates having a slightly larger lattice 
constant. However, one of the primary attractions of GeSn as an optoelectronic material 
is integration on a silicon platform. This means that growth of GeSn directly on silicon or 
Ge-buffered silicon will result in a compressively strained layer. Relaxation of the layer 
via annealing or growth beyond the critical thickness can relieve the compressive strain 
in the layer however the introduction of dislocations due to relaxation can be detrimental 
to the radiative recombination efficiency. 
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Figure 2. (a) Contour plot of bang gap with strain and Sn-content the solid black line divides regions of 
compressive and tensile strain. The dashed black line divides regions of indirect and direct band gap (b) is 
the same plot only the energy offset in direct and indirect gaps make-up the contours. 
 
1.2 SI-GE-SN EPITAXIAL GROWTH OVERVIEW 
 
In reviewing epitaxial growth technology of GeSn we limit our discussion to that 
which is relevant to achieving CMOS compatible integrated photonics. There is a ~ 13% 
lattice mismatch between Sn and Ge therefore strain is a highly important consideration. 
Lattice matched Ge1-xSnx has been demonstrated on In1-xGaxAs buffered GaAs [22] 
however the practicality of this approach is limited.. These works are interesting in their 
own right however in terms of achieving CMOS compatible photonics do not make 
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technical sense. That is to say, if one has gone to the trouble of integrating III-V materials 
as buffer layers on Si (100) then why not just use a better performing III-V light source as 
well? The promise of Si-Ge-Sn photonic materials is not in their superior performance 
relative to their III-V counterparts, but in their integratability. This means we have 
omitted work which has used III-V growth substrates and/or III-V buffer layers For 
similar reasons we also tend to focus on CVD-based approaches and only briefly discuss 
MBE-grown GeSn, in 300 mm silicon CMOS fabs one does not find MBE machines.   
 Successful epitaxial growth of GeSn relies on non-equilibrium conditions at low 
temperatures to suppress Sn-surface segregation and precipitation caused by the 
insolubility of Sn in Ge and the instability of diamond Sn above 13°C. Sn-solubility is 
strain dependent however for unstrained bulk GeSn is ~ 1%. Thermodynamic limits are 
overcome by limiting the kinetic pathways leading to secondary phase formation. These 
pathways are in general: 
1.) Segregation: the preferential diffusional site-exchange of 
subsurface Sn atoms with surface Ge atoms resulting in a larger 
surface Sn fraction relative to the bulk Sn fraction.  
2.) Surface diffusion: mobile Sn surface atoms seek sites which are 
energetically favorable for secondary phase formation.  
3.) Precipitation: the accumulation of Sn atoms at energetically 
favorable sites allows for secondary phase formation.  
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Low growth temperatures limit the available thermal energy such that steps 1 and 2 are 
frustrated [19,20]. Growth pressure and the growth rate, GR, can also kinetically limit the 
approach to equilibrium. A higher pressure decreases the surface diffusivity via increased 
collisional frequency between surface species. While an increased growth rate can be 
used to “bury” the Sn faster than it can be exchanged to the surface. There is a time 
interval, Δt, available for exchange to the surface and it is equal to the time it takes to 
deposit one monolayer (a/4), Δt = a/4(GR) [21]. By increasing the growth rate Δt is 
minimized, Sn is buried more efficiently, and thus more Sn is retained in the film.  
MBE utilizes low growth rate UHV conditions such that growth temperatures 
must be < 200ºC to achieve sufficient departure from equilibrium and successful GeSn 
growth. MBE-grown single crystal Ge0.92Sn0.08 on Ge (100) was demonstrated by Shah et. 
al. as early as 1987 [23] and IBM soon followed with Ge0.7Sn0.3 on Ge-buffered Si (100) 
[24]. The IBM group noted the strong tendency for the Sn atoms to surface-segregate and 
using reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) they were able to determine 
that Sn does not immediately incorporate into the growing layer despite constant Sn 
atomic flux to the surface. He and Atwater were the first to demonstrate that the optical 
properties change with Sn content in MBE grown Ge1-xSnx by using optical transmittance 
measurements to map the absorption critical-points for alloys of x = 0.06, 0.11, and 0.15 
[25].  Sn compositions of up to 25% have been reported in MBE-grown materials on Si 
[26]. Of course to achieve this, the growth temperature was lowered to 120
o
C and there 
has been no analysis of the light emitting quality of those materials. These ultra-low 
growth temperatures are a key advantage of MBE over CVD; there is no need to provide 
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sufficient energy for chemical reactions. However these low growth temperatures may 
negatively impact point defect density of the layer resulting in non-radiative 
recombination centers. 
 In CVD of-course the surface reaction chemistry is of vital importance in 
determining the growth rate and Sn-incorporation. In general Ge-hydrides (GenH2n+2) are 
reacted with SnCl4 or SnD4 to form GeSn. Higher-order Ge-hydrides have the advantage 
of higher growth rate relative to lower-order hydrides at the same temperature. However 
higher-order Ge-hydrides are more expensive, Ge2H6 is ~ 10x the cost of GeH4 per unit 
mass. Additionally, Sn-hydrides are extremely unstable and expensive to produce in-fact 
to synthesize stable Sn-hydrides deuterium must be used in place of hydrogen. This 
molecule, SnD4, is still only marginally more stable and still requires specialized handling 
to avoid decomposition prior to its use in epitaxial growth. 
The first demonstration of CVD-grown epitaxial GeSn was in 2001 by the 
Kouvetakis group at Arizona State University which utilized SnD4 and Ge2H6 in ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) at 350
o
C [9]. Soon afterwards this same group was the first ever to 
demonstrate epitaxial growth of the ternary alloy SiyGe1-x-ySnx [26].  Again UHV 
conditions were employed at 350
o
C to first grow a GeSn buffer on Si (100). Then SnD4 
was used with H3SiGeH3 to deposit the ternary layer and compositions of y = 0.14 and x 
= 0.02-0.06 were realized. H3SiGeH3 although requiring specialized synthesis has the 
benefit of preformed Si-Ge units for facile incorporation into the lattice. This group must 
be credited with bringing Si-Ge-Sn materials to the technological mainstream. Along 
with their early breakthroughs in CVD epitaxial growth they systematically began 
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studying the optical properties of these materials by spectroscopic ellipsometry and 
Raman spectroscopy [27]. They were also the first to report photoluminescence (PL) 
from GeSn which demonstrated its potential as a group IV light emitter [Matthews]. 
Finally, the ability to dope the material n and p-type by common doping precursors such 
as PH3 and B2H6 confirmed its utility as an optoelectronic material [28].  
H3SiGeH3 although beneficial due to the preformed Si-Ge units does place 
constraints on compositional adjustment because the Si and Ge precursors cannot be 
changed independently. Therefore the ASU group later developed UHV-CVD growth 
processes based on SnD4, Ge2H6, and Si3H8 [29] and then mixtures on higher order 
germanes and silanes e.g. Si4H10 and Ge4H10 [30]. These were again significant 
breakthroughs in epitaxial growth technology however the method and precursors were 
still highly specialized and thus not scalable to manufacturing.  
IMEC was the first to show that GeSn could be grown on an industrial CVD 
reactor, Vincent et. al. used SnCl4 and Ge2H6 on an ASM Epsilon® at atmospheric 
pressure and 320ºC [10]. They were able to achieve doped and undoped layers with up to 
8% Sn. Wirths et. al. used SnCl4, Ge2H6, and Si2H6 to achieve GeSn and SiGeSn with Sn 
contents up to 12% and Si contents up to 19% [31]. The use of SnCl4 was a significant 
step forward in terms of growth chemistry because this precursor is more stable and more 
readily available than SnD4.  The presence of Cl in the molecule also has potential benefit 
in applications requiring selective area growth however this has not yet been reported 
using higher-order germanes and silanes.   
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The next major achievement in growth chemistry was our demonstration of a 
GeH4 and SnCl4 based process for GeSn [12] and SiH4 was added to achieve SiGeSn 
[32]. This chemistry was in-fact selective to SiO2, perhaps due to the lower nucleation 
efficiency of GeH4 relative to Ge2H6. Furthermore, the low cost and widespread 
availability of these chemicals in large-scale fabs makes this the best choice for 
GeSn/SiGeSn integration into CMOS processing. The disadvantage of this choice seemed 
to be in comparing Sn incorporation between GeH4 and Ge2H6. 
As we have explained in section 1.1 applications in group IV photonics would 
favor growth on Si or Ge-buffered silicon. Which means GeSn layers will always initially 
grow compressively strained. For optoelectronic applications this strain must be relieved 
in some manner preferably while minimizing dislocation density. Annealing at elevated 
temperatures has had limited success in this regard [33] as the thermal energy required 
for strain relaxation also induces Sn precipitation. Growth beyond the critical thickness 
must be carefully controlled because dislocations and extended defects can acts as 
nucleation centers for secondary phase formation. 
   Our growth method utilizes a relaxed Ge buffer layer for GeSn growth so that 
GeSn layer relaxation can be better controlled. Growth directly on silicon was found to 
relax at very low thickness in an uncontrolled manner. The defect density of this Ge 
buffer layer must be minimized so that threading dislocations do not propagate into the 
GeSn layer.  GeSn layer relaxation and defect control is discussed in detail in chapter 4, 
leading to our demonstration of a GeSn laser. Finally our understanding of the surface 
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chemistry and strain evolution are combined to maximize Sn-incorporation and extend 
produce GeSn materials emitting light at world-record wavelengths. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
2.1. THEORY OF EPITAXIAL GROWTH 
 
 Epitaxial crystal growth has been and continues to be a primary enabling 
technology in the production of electronic and optoelectronic devices. The ability to grow 
low-defect density layers with tailored doping and/or composition profiles allows a wide 
array of semiconductor heterojunctions to be realized. However achieving intended 
results requires and understanding of the physical and chemical phenomena occurring on 
the surface during crystal growth. Epitaxial layers can deposited by physical vapor 
deposition methods such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or chemical vapor deposition 
methods. The fundamental mechanisms governing epitaxial growth can be applied to 
both MBE and CVD therefore we start with a discussion of these fundamentals and then 
specifically on CVD surface chemical reactions. 
In epitaxial growth from the vapor phase either atomic or molecular species must 
be transported to the surface. The rate of impingement of atoms and/or molecules on the 
surface per unit time and area is called the flux, F, and can be expressed as: 
                                                       𝐹 =  
𝑃
√2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇
                                                        (3) 
 
Where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, m the atomic/molecular mass, and kB is 
Boltzmann’s constant. Incoming atomic and/or molecular species may adsorb on the 
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surface either by weak Van Der Waal’s interaction (physisorption) or by forming a 
chemical bond with atoms on the surface (chemisorption). In the former case the energy 
of interaction between the surface and adsorbate is ~ 0.01-0.1 eV and in the latter the case 
energies are typically 1-5 eV. Therefore, physisorbed species can easily gain the 
necessary energy to leave the surface by desorption using surface lattice vibrations as a 
thermal reservoir. However atomic and molecular adspecies which first physisorb may 
then form chemical bonds with surface atoms once initial energetic and kinetic barriers 
are overcome. Adsorption kinetics are often modeled using the Langmuir isotherm which 
accounts for the rate dependence on the number of open adsorption sites. Consider 
adsorbate A which reacts with the surface S: 
                                                          𝐴 + 𝑆 ⟶ 𝐴𝑆                                                      (4) 
which is for adsorption, and for desorption we have: 
                                                         𝐴𝑆 ⟶ 𝐴 + 𝑆                                                       (5) 
The adsorption and desorption rates can then be written as: 
                                                              𝑟𝑎  =  𝑘𝑎[𝐴] 𝜃                                                       (6) 
                                                                 𝑟𝑑   =  𝑘𝑑(1 − 𝜃)                                                  (7) 
where 𝑘𝑎 and 𝑘𝑑 are the rate constants, [A] is the concentration of the adsorbate, and 𝜃 is 
the fraction of open surface sites. An expression for the number of open sites can be 
derived by considering that at equilibrium 𝑟𝑎 = 𝑟𝑑  so that: 
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(1−𝜃)
𝜃
=
𝑘𝑎
𝑘𝑑
[𝐴]                                                     (8) 
and finally [34]: 
                                                            𝜃 =
1
1 +
𝑘𝑎
𝑘𝑑
[𝐴]
                                                             (9) 
 
This represents the simplest case of adsorption and in reality the probability that the 
adsorbate will stick to the surface must also be considered. This probability is called the 
sticking coefficient, 𝑠𝑜(𝜃), and it is typically also dependent on the surface coverage. An 
additional complication is that often times the adsorbing species requires more than one 
surface site. This is the case for disassociative adsorption of molecular species and it will 
change the expression for adsorption rate from a first-order dependence on 𝜃 to a nth-
order dependence. Combing equations 3 and 6 we can rewrite the adsorption rate in a 
more sophisticated way as: 
                                                    𝑟𝑎  =  𝑠𝑜(𝜃)𝑘𝑎𝜃
𝑛 
𝑃
√2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇
                                            (10) 
where we have replaced [A] with the flux. Also recognizing that the rate constant is a 
Bolztmann-type expression with a specific activation energy, 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 , we can finally write 
[34]: 
                                           𝑟𝑎  =  𝑠𝑜(𝜃)𝑒𝑥𝑝(
𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠
𝑘𝑏𝑇
⁄ )𝜃𝑛
𝑃
√2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇
                                 (11)                     
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The thermal reservoir also provides energy for adspecies to diffuse on the surface 
and seek more energetically favorable sites. The time between diffusion and desorption 
attempts is given by: 
                                                       𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑓 = 𝑣
−1𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓
𝑘𝑏𝑇
)                                             (12) 
                                            𝜏𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑣
−1𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑘𝑏𝑇
)                                               (13) 
Where v is the lattice vibrational frequency and Edif/Edes are the respective activation 
energies. If a is the distance between surface sites then the diffusion constant can be 
defined as: 
                                       𝐷 =  
𝑎2
4
  𝜐 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓
𝑘𝑏𝑇
)                                                      (14) 
 . 
The RMS distance traveled during random Brownian motion is given by <x> = (Dτ)1/2 
before desorption. This distance can also be written as <x> = a exp(
𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑠−𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓
2𝑘𝐵𝑇
) so that 
difference in desorption and diffusion energies represents how easily an adatom can be 
incorporated at various sites. In the simple terrace-ledge-kink model adatoms diffuse 
along atomic terraces and are ideally incorporated into regions of atomic steps called 
ledges and kinks. Ideally for epitaxial growth adatoms are able to diffuse and incorporate 
to ledges and kinks before being captured by nuclei which may form on the terraces. The 
more that separate nuclei are allowed to form on the terraces the more likely it is that the 
growth will be polycrystalline. A diagram of these surface process are shown in figure 3.  
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There is a net flux of material leaving the surface Fs, that is in balance with the 
incoming flux F at equilibrium. In order to have net condensation or film growth F > Fs 
or equivalently the pressure P of the incoming flux must be greater than the vapor 
pressure of the material ps. The ratio of these two pressures P/ps is defined as the 
supersaturation, or simply S, a quantity which is linked to the thermodynamic driving 
force for film growth ΔG. If the flux to the surface is fixed and the temperature of the  
 
 
 
 
 
 
substrate is increased then S will decrease due to the higher vapor pressure at the 
substrate. The cost in energy to transfer n atoms form the vapor phase to the condensed 
phase is:  
                                                   Δ𝐺 = − 𝑛𝑘𝑏𝑇 𝑙𝑛(𝑆)                                                     (15) 
Without supersaturation Δ𝐺 ≥  0 and nucleation and growth will not proceed at all. In the 
simple case of classical homogenous nucleation the total change in free energy of nuclei 
formation is a combination of volume free energy ΔGv and interfacial energy γ. During 
the initial phases of nucleation the increase in γ counteracts the energy decrease from ΔGv 
terrace 
kink 
adsorption 
desorption 
incorporation 
diffusion 
nuclei 
. 
Figure 3 shows the various processes occurring at the surface during epitaxial growth. The adatom 
must adsorb, diffuse, and incorporate at a step-ledge before desorption or capture by nuclei on the 
terrace 
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and the nuclei are unstable until a critical volume of material is formed.  It can be shown 
that the critical radius size is r* = -2γ/ΔGv so that high a supersaturation leads to small 
sized critical nuclei. High supersaturation also leads to high nucleation rates which is why 
for epitaxial growth low supersaturation is desired. In this way adatom diffusion to 
ledges/kinks is enabled while the formation rate of terrace nuclei is low [34].  
Figure 4 below illustrates these concepts as film growth phase diagram, it is seen 
that epitaxial growth tends to the high temperature/low pressure limit. This is because at 
high temperature the adatom mobility is increased due to thermal activation and it can 
more easily reach the ledge before being captured on the terrace. Adatom mobility is also 
increased at low pressure however it more importantly lowers the supersaturation and the 
nucleation rate. MBE typically achieves epitaxial growth conditions through the use of 
extremely low pressures/low supersaturation. CVD on the other hand can produce 
epitaxial layers at high pressures by increasing the corresponding growth temperature and 
maximizing adatom mobility. As the pressure is increased and the temperature is 
decreased the layer becomes polycrystalline and ultimately amorphous. This is due to the 
kinetic frustration of adatoms and the ever increasing nucleation density. 
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Figure 4 is a phase diagram for thin film growth structural regimes as a function of temperature and 
pressure. Classical epitaxy occurs in the high temperature-low pressure limit and the structural quality 
degrades as temperature is reduced and pressure is increased. 
 
 
 The illustration in figure 3 portrays the terraces as a flat-slabs however the atoms 
on the surface rearrange themselves in a way that some directions are preferred diffusion 
pathways and others are not. The altered energetic landscape of the surface creates 
preferred adsorption, diffusion, and incorporation sites.  A detailed discussion of 
semiconductor surface reconstruction is beyond the scope of this work and only the basic 
concepts related to the Si/Ge (100) surface will be considered. The atoms of the Si/Ge 
surface are backbonded to two subsurface atoms and due to the tetrahedral nature of 
bonding they have two unsatisfied sp3 orbitals which have one unpaired electron each. 
This unreconstructed surface is termed the Si/Ge (100) 1x1 and it is not energetically 
favored in most cases. To reduce the energy of the surface the atoms on the surface will 
rearrange themselves into rows of bonded dimers along the [110] directions such that 
each atom only has one unsatisfied bond. This causes bond strain but the energy gain due 
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to the strain is offset by the reduced number of dangling bonds.  Troughs are formed in 
between the rows of dimers due to the displacement of silicon atoms to either side.  It can 
be seen from figure 5 below that the displacement of the surface atoms away from their 
original positions creates local compressive and tensile strain in the troughs and dimers. 
This local strain influences preferred incorporation sites so that atoms larger than the host 
lattice will prefer tensile sites and atoms smaller than the host lattice will prefer 
compressive sites.  
Once epitaxial growth is initiated how it proceeds is dependent on the lattice 
mismatch, (aepi – asub)/asub, and difference in surface energy, ∆γ, between the epitaxial 
layers and the substrate. When γepi < γsub and the lattice mismatch is minimal and growth 
proceeds by 2-dimensional step-flow, where the growth-front advances by adatom 
incorporation at step-ledges. Volmer-Weber growth occurs when aepi ~ asub and γepi > γsub;  
 
 
Figure 5 is an illustration of the reconstructed Si/Ge(100) surface viewed along the [110] direction. 
The displacement of Si surface atoms creates rows of dimers which are separated by troughs. 
compressive 
dimer row 
tensile 
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the strain energy is minimal however the interfacial energy mismatch causes 
islanding/dewetting during the initial stages of growth. The growth-front advances by 
adatom attachment to the islands until the separate islands coalesce and a continuous 
layer is formed at which point the growth-front proceeds vertically. When aepi > asub and 
γepi < γsub it results in a third mode termed Stranski-Krastanov growth. In this mode an 
initial 2-dimmensional growth is interrupted by the formation of interfacial dislocations 
and de-wetting of the surface. Strain-induced atomic migration is observed such that 
clusters of semiconductor pyramids/islands are surrounded by depleted regions. The 
growth-front advances by adatom attachment to the islands until the separate islands 
coalesce and a continuous layer is formed. Layers grown in this way are typically rough 
and very defective.  The theory of epitaxial strain relaxation and defect formation is 
discussed in more detail in chapter 4.  
  Up to this point our discussion has been mainly relevant to the growth of 
elemental/binary semiconductor materials or equilibrium alloys. We have not considered 
how epitaxial dynamics change for the growth of meta-stable alloys.  In certain cases 
there is a low solubility of the solute atom in a host lattice which can be driven by a 
mismatch in atomic size and/or bond energy. This condition will cause the solute atoms 
to segregate back to the surface after incorporation and once on the surface these solute 
atoms will seek to aggregate and form equilibrium secondary phases. Segregation physics 
are also discussed in more detail in chapter 4.  
To prevent segregation and secondary-phase formation the growth conditions 
must be set far from equilibrium. Shifting the conditions away from equilibrium in simple 
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terms means that the rate of atomic/molecular transfer from the vapor phase to the surface 
is much greater than the rate at which the atoms on the surface can diffuse and 
incorporate.  In our equilibrium model pictured in figure 4 we desired to maximize the 
mobility of the adatoms on the surface such that diffusion to the most energetically 
favorable positions could be achieved. For the meta-stable alloy the most energetically 
favorable configuration is agglomeration and phase-separation. We therefore choose 
conditions which kinetically frustrate atomic segregation and diffusion. Figure 6 below is 
an altered non-equilibrium growth phase diagram. Here we see that for successful 
epitaxial growth we move the growth conditions to high pressure and low temperature. 
The low temperature and high pressure limit the mobility of the solute atoms on the 
surface and limits their ability to exchange back to the surface after incorporation. MBE 
inherently must use very low pressure therefore it must use very low temperatures to 
kinetically limit the solute atoms. CVD on the other hand can access a higher ranger of 
pressure and therefore can still employ moderate temperatures for non-equilibrium 
growth.  For meta-stable epitaxial growth CVD has two major advantages over MBE. 
The first advantage is the ability to grow meta-stable materials at moderate temperatures 
which likely reduces the crystal defect density. The second is that chemical reactions 
taking place on the surface effectively passivate sites which solute atoms may otherwise 
exchange to. This leads us to our discussion of CVD growth fundamentals. 
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CVD significantly complicates the models and mechanisms we have discussed up 
to this point. Chemical reactions occurring in the gas-phase (homogenous) and on the 
surface (heterogeneous) now influence the supply of adspecies to and from the surface. 
The removal of reaction byproducts from the surface often limits the continued 
adsorption of the reactants and in some cases the byproducts can introduce unwanted 
impurities in the epitaxial layer. The thermodynamics/energetics of the reaction are of the 
utmost importance in understanding the growth dynamics. Consider a general CVD 
reaction where a moles of A and b moles of B react to form a solid C and a gaseous 
byproduct D: 
                                      𝑎𝐴(𝑔)  + 𝑏𝐵(𝑔)  ⇔ 𝑐𝐶(𝑠) +  𝑑𝐷(𝑔)                               (16) 
Figure 6 Phase diagram for the growth of meta-stable materials as a function of temperature and 
pressure. Single-phase epitaxial material is achieved in the low temperature-high pressure limit 
which is opposite of the conditions used for classical epitaxy. 
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 The Gibb’s free energy of reaction, Δ𝐺𝑟 , qualifies the thermodynamic driving force for it 
to proceed. A negative value of Δ𝐺𝑟 indicates a favorable reaction: 
                                    Δ𝐺𝑟 = ∑ Δ𝐺(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠)  −  ∑ Δ𝐺(𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠)                         (17) 
Or alternatively: 
                                              Δ𝐺𝑟  = Δ𝐻𝑟  −  𝑇Δ𝑆𝑟                                                  (18) 
where T is the temperature  and  Δ𝐻𝑟 and  Δ𝑆𝑟 are the enthalpy and entropy of reaction, 
respectively. Tabulated values for standard enthalpies and entropies of formation are 
available for many of the gaseous precursors used in CVD.  The equilibrium constant, K, 
is a more quantitative measure of the favorability of the forward reaction and is given by 
[35]: 
                                                           𝐾 =
𝑝𝐷
𝑑
𝑝𝐴
𝑎 𝑝𝐵
𝑏                                                     (19) 
where pi are the partial pressures of the gaseous reactants and byproducts. In real CVD 
growth process there are often multiple parallel reaction pathways and these 
thermodynamic values can be used to predict those that are the most favored. 
 Although thermodynamics can predict the most favored reaction pathways often 
times kinetic limitations determine the reaction mechanisms. Surface adsorption reactions 
and subsequent reactions between adsorbates will have a rate constant, ki, which has a 
Boltzmann-type relationship with an activation energy Ea,i. As an example we consider a 
simplified model the epitaxial growth of SiGe from H2SiCl2 and GeH4. The adsorption 
reactions are given by: 
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                                     𝐶𝑙2𝑆𝑖𝐻2 (𝑔) + 2 ∗ 
𝑘1
⇔  𝐶𝑙2𝑆𝑖 ∗ + 2𝐻 ∗                               (20) 
                                                        𝐺𝑒𝐻4 + 2 ∗  
𝑘2
⇔ 𝐺𝑒𝐻2
∗ + 2𝐻 ∗                                        (21) 
 
where * denotes a surface site/species. The surface reaction is given by: 
                                                    𝐶𝑙2𝑆𝑖 ∗ + 𝐺𝑒𝐻2
∗ 
𝑘3
⇔ 𝑆𝑖𝐺𝑒 + 2𝐻𝐶𝑙 ∗                                  (22) 
Finally we have the desorption reactions: 
                                                                     𝐻 ∗ + 𝐻 ∗
𝑘4
⇔ 𝐻2(𝑔)                                            (23) 
                                                              𝐻𝐶𝑙 ∗
𝑘5
⇔  𝐻𝐶𝑙(𝑔)                                              (24) 
The total rate constant is the sum of the individual rate constants: 
                                                             𝑘 =  𝑘1𝑘2𝑘3𝑘4𝑘5                                                      (25) 
                           𝑘 = 𝐴1𝐴2𝐴3𝐴4𝐴5𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝐸𝑎,1−𝐸𝑎,2−𝐸𝑎,3−𝐸𝑎,4−𝐸𝑎,5
𝑘𝑏𝑇
)                            (26) 
The total activation energy is 𝐸𝑎 = ∑ 𝐸𝑎,𝑖 and can be experimentally determined from the 
slope of an Arrhenius-type plot of growth rate on a log-scale vs. the reciprocal 
temperature.  
  At the higher pressure ranges (> 1 torr) typically used in CVD fluid flow 
considerations also become important. The flow of gaseous precursors through the 
reactor must be controlled to maximize the efficiency of the growth process. Laminar 
flow is desired over turbulent conditions to create a more homogenous distribution of 
reactants in the gas-stream. Additionally, frictional forces between the gas volume and 
the reactor walls (and substrate surface) cause boundary layer/stagnant layer formation. 
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Therefore reactants must diffuse through the boundary layer from the moving gas stream 
in order to reach the wafer surface. The thickness of this boundary layer,𝛿, is dependent 
on the gas velocity, v, the gas density, 𝜌, and the gas viscosity 𝜂 as 𝛿~
𝜂
𝑣𝜌⁄ . 
 A concentration of reactants in gas stream, Cg, is different from the concentration 
of gases at the substrate surface, Cs. The flux of reactants to the surface can be expressed 
as: 
                                                          𝐹 = ℎ𝑔(𝐶𝑔 − 𝐶𝑠)                                                   (27) 
where hg is the gas-phase diffusion coefficient. The flux which is consumed at the surface 
is given by Fo = kCs, where k is the reaction rate constant from eq. 26. If we set Fo = F 
for steady-state conditions then we can obtain the following expression for the 
concentration of reactant at the surface: 
                                                                      𝐶𝑠 = 
𝐶𝑔
1+
𝑘
ℎ𝑔
                                                         (28) 
This expression indicates that if k >> ℎ𝑔, then 𝐶𝑠→ 0. In CVD this is called the mass-
transport limited regime and it is characterized by a weak growth rate dependence on 
temperature and strong dependence on precursor flow rate. This regime is usually 
encountered at high temperatures where the precursors react on the surface more quickly 
than they can be supplied form the gas-stream. The exact temperature at which this 
occurs will depend on the precursor and its activation energy barrier for reaction. The 
other limiting case is when if k << ℎ𝑔and 𝐶𝑠→ 𝐶𝑔. This condition is called the kinetically 
limited (or surface reaction rate limited) regime and it is characterized by an exponential 
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dependence of growth rate on temperature and a weak dependence of growth rate on 
precursor flow. This regime is encountered at lower temperatures and it results from the 
accumulation of reactants and their byproducts on the surface due to limitation in the 
available thermal energy. It is important to understand which regime the epitaxial growth 
will be occurring in when selecting precursor flow rates and temperatures. In 
circumstances where more than one precursor is used it may be the case that once 
precursor in mass-transport limited and the other is kinetically limited.  
 In reality epitaxial growth mechanisms can be incredibly complex and describing 
them with simple models may only give partial insight. Never the less an understanding 
of the simplified epitaxial growth models discussed in this section helps in planning 
experiments and interpreting results. It will be shown in later chapters that many of our 
results can be explained using the fundamental mechanisms of epitaxial growth described 
in this section.  
 
2.2   EPITAXIAL GROWTH REACTOR 
 
Epitaxial growth-runs were done on an ASM Epsilon® 2000 which is a commercially 
available CVD tool designed for high volume semiconductor manufacturing. Wafer 
cassettes can be loaded into dual load-locks on the front end of the tool and stored in an 
inert environment while awaiting processing. The load locks are each N2 purged and 
connected to a vacuum pump which is capable of bringing each load lock to a base-
pressure of 100 mTorr. After loading wafers, the load locks are pumped to base-pressure 
and then purged in N2 multiple times in order to reduce the moisture and O2 level. 
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Connected to the front-end load locks is a wafer handling chamber which houses a robot 
that moves wafers between the load locks and the deposition chamber. The wafer 
handling chamber is continuously purged with N2 and is also equipped with a vacuum 
pump which is capable of achieving a base pressure of 1 Torr. Great care must be taken 
to ensure either residual H2O or O2 is not transferred into the processing chamber. The 
wafer handling chamber is made of Ni-plated billeted aluminum for optimum moisture 
control. It is further equipped with a laser spectrometer for monitoring the moisture 
content with the specification that pH2O < 10 ppb. After completion of the pump-purge 
cycles wafers are assigned a growth recipe in a graphical user interface (the contents of a 
typical growth recipe will be discussed later). Figure 7 below is a cut-away sketch of the 
Epsilon® 2000 showing the three main components of the tool; the front-end load locks, 
wafer handling chamber, and reactor. Each unit is separated by gate-valves allowing 
isolation at all times except during wafer transfer.  
 When a wafer is selected for processing the gate-valve separating the load lock 
and the wafer handling chamber is opened and the transfer arm removes the wafer from 
the cassette and moves it into the wafer transfer chamber. The transfer arm is made of 
high purity quartz and is based on the Bernoulli-effect. Gas flow channels are formed in 
the arm and N2 gas is directed through them which creates a vacuum between the wafer 
surface and the arm, and thus enables the arm to pick-up (gas on) and put-down (gas off) 
the wafer. The gate valve separating the deposition chamber from the wafer handling 
chamber is then opened so that transfer arm can place the wafer on the susceptor for 
processing. 
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Figure 7 A cross-section of an Epsilon® 2000 highlighting the front-end wafer load-locks and wafer 
handling chamber. 
 
 The last and most important part of the tool is reactor/deposition chamber 
illustrated in figure 8 below. The chamber is made of high-purity ribbed quartz, the ribs 
structurally reinforce the chamber to prevent an implosion at reduced pressure. The wafer 
sits on graphite susceptor which is coated with SiC for improved chemical stability and 
lifetime. This susceptor is rotated by a ferrofluidic assembly underneath the chamber 
which greatly improves the deposition uniformity. Deposition and gases are injected from 
a manifold at the front-end of the chamber and are pumped out of the exhaust at the rear 
which creates a laminar flow across the wafer surface with no gas recirculation. The 
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manifold is equipped with five separate gas injector ports which can be individually 
controlled to bias the deposition gas flow to varying sides of the wafer. This can be used 
to tune the deposition profiles across the wafer in the mass-transfer limited growth 
regime.  
 The reactor is heated by two linear lamp-bank arrays on the top and bottom of the 
susceptor and the inside of the chamber is coated with gold maximize the radiant 
efficiency. There are 9 linear lamps on the top array and 8 linear lamps on the bottom 
array which can be individually addressed to adjust the temperature uniformity across the 
wafer/susceptor. The temperature is monitored by three thermocouples which are located 
in the center and on the left and right sides of the susceptor. The temperature measured at 
the thermocouples is actively controlled relative to the set-point with a PID-driven power 
supply. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graphite 
susceptor 
Injection manifold 
with adjustable gas 
flows on each port 
Exhaust 
manifold 
Ribbed quartz 
chamber 
rotation 
assembly 
Figure 8 Cut-away drawing of the deposition chamber. The injection manifold (far-right) has five ports 
of which three are shown 
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The SnCl4 was delivered using a bubbler vessel held at 20ºC in which H2 gas is 
metered to it to increase or decrease to the desired SnCl4 mass flow rate.  The vapor 
pressure of the SnCl4 at this temperature is ~ 20 torr. The SnCl4 mass flow rate is 
measured up-stream of the bubbler by a piezoelectric acoustic sensor.  This signal is fed 
back to a H2 mass flow controller, upstream of the bubbler, in a dynamic control loop to 
continually monitor and adjust the SnCl4 relative to the desired set-point.  GeH4, SiH4, 
and dopant gas flows such as B2H6, PH3, and AsH3 are controlled by mass flow 
controllers (MFC’s) located in the tool gas-cabinet. The gas flow can be directed either to 
the reactor (“run”) or to the exhaust (“vent”) such that pressure and flow transients can be 
avoided which enables greater interfacial control at the wafer surface. When directed to 
the reactor the gases are injected through the aforementioned five-port injection manifold.  
2.3. GERMANIUM BUFFER LAYER GROWTH 
 
. All GeSn and SiGeSn epitaxial growth was done on Ge-buffered silicon wafers. 
A low defect buffer layer is necessary to produce quality epitaxial layers. In diamond 
structured group IV semiconductors dislocation motion occurs along {111} planes in 
the <110> direction which are at 60º relative to the layer substrate interface. These 
dislocations on the growth surface can readily thread through the epitaxial layer during 
layer growth. The growth of Ge on Si proceeds via a Stranski–Krastanov mechanism 
in which an initial ~3 continuous monolayers form followed by the formation of 
islands.  There have been several approaches demonstrated that circumvent this 
growth behavior.  We chose to adopt a two-step growth process similar to that 
proposed by Luan et al. to avoid island formation during the initial stages of growth 
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[36]. Germanium buffer layers (approximately 700 nm thick) were grown in-situ prior 
to GeSn growth using 10% GeH4 in purified H2 carrier gas. Prior to growth of the Ge 
buffer layer the silicon substrate is heated to 1060ºC at 20 torr to remove the native 
oxide. The buffer layers were grown by a two-step growth method. First, a 150 nm 
seed layer was grown at < 400°C in H2 carrier at a GeH4 partial pressure of 0.2 Torr, 
then the temperature was increased to 600
o
C.  Once the temperature has stabilized at 
600°C, the remaining ~ 500 nm was grown and a post-growth in-situ anneal was done 
at > 800°C.In this process the initial growth is conducted at low temperatures < 400ºC 
to extend the 2-D growth followed by a high temperature > 600ºC growth in which the 
bulk of the film is deposited. The higher temperature growth reduces the dislocation 
by promoting glide and subsequent annihilation of threading defects as well as 
providing an increased growth rate. Further defect reduction is accomplished by in-
situ annealing of the layers at 850ºC. The annealing can be done in cyclical stages of 
growth and annealing or can be accomplished as one final post-growth anneal. The 
anneal conditions were optimized by comparing the FWHM of Ge-buffer XRD ω-
scans between conditions. The FWHM value is a measure the distribution of in-plane 
lattice constants probed in the layer, a larger distribution would indicate the presence 
of more misfit dislocations and result in a wider FWHM. Ayers et al showed that the 
threading dislocation density TDD can be correlated to the FWHM, 𝛽, by 𝑇𝐷𝐷 =
 𝛽2 4.36𝑏2⁄  where b is the burgers vector [37]. The annealing temperature and buffer-
layer thickness were fixed and only the times and cycles were varied. The annealing 
conditions and the resulting XRD ω-scan FWHM are shown in table 1 below. The 
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deposited baseline condition is used as a reference for the degree of crystal quality 
improvement. Cyclic annealing adds an additional temperature ramp, and cool-down 
time to the growth recipe. This negatively impacts throughput which must be 
considered for high-volume manufacturing processes. Cyclic annealing was found to 
be quite effective in improving the crystal quality however single post-growth 
annealing with increased soak time was found to be equally effective without such a 
negative impact on throughput. Therefore condition (3) was selected for this process. 
Utilizing this approach relaxed Ge buffer layers with thicknesses of ~ 700 nm can be 
grown with threading defect densities of ~1x10
8 
cm
-2
.  Defect densities of ~1x10
7 
cm
-2
 
were achieved by extending the layer thickness to greater than 1500 nm however we 
limit our discussion to the thinner Ge-buffer layers in the interest of manufacturability.  
Etch-pit density (EPD) measurements were close to the XRD defect densities. 
Figure 9 shows a typical AFM image of the etched Ge-buffer surface. The etch pit 
density in this figure is 8 x 10
7 
cm
-2
 which is slightly lower than the XRD measured 
value of 1x10
8 
cm
-2
. This is expected because the EPD measurement is much more 
representative of the surface, whereas XRD value is more representative of the bulk 
defect values.  A typical XRD lattice space map of the (224) Bragg reflection for a 700 
nm thick buffer is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen in the figure the ellipsoid 
corresponding to the Ge epilayer lies above the dashed line which represents the 
position of a fully relaxed layer indicating that the Ge is under a slight tensile strain of 
0.26% with a = 5.6725Å, c = 5.6463 Å.  This residual strain is associated with the 
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difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the Ge epilayer and the Si 
substrate during cooldown. 
 
Table 1 Summary of Ge buffer layer annealing 
Annealing condition XRD ω-scan FWHM 
(arc sec) 
Estimated defect density 
(cm
-2
) 
Baseline (no anneal) 357 1.4  x 10
10
 
One post-growth 30 second anneal 
at 850ºC 
220 5.3 x 10
9
 
One post-growth 180 second 
anneal at 850ºC 
178 1.1 x 10
8
 
Two 30 second anneal cycles at 
850ºC 
181 1.1 x 10
8 
Two 180 second anneal cycles at 
850ºC 
180 1.1 x 10
8 
 
 
Figure 9 A 10 x 10µm AFM scan of a relaxed Ge-buffer which was then HCl etched in-situ so that the 
defects (etch-pits) can be decorated and counted. 
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Figure 10 XRD lattice space map which from the FWHM of the Ge peak has a TDD ~ 1x10
8 
cm
-2 
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CHAPTER 3 
GE1-XSNX LAYER GROWTH 
 
 Prior to this work CVD growth of epitaxial GeSn relied on either UHV and SnD4 
approaches or Ge2H6 and SnCl4. The use of GeH4 is attractive for high volume 
manufacturing perspective mainly for reasons of cost and infrastructure. The 
considerations which went into the development of this process were a.) pressure b.) 
temperature c.) flow ratio. For metastable materials such as GeSn we desire growth 
conditions which are far from thermodynamic equilibrium. We start with a pure-Ge 
growth process at low temperature and then add small amounts of SnCl4 to the chemistry 
to achieve dilute GeSn layers. Bearing in-mind the requirement for non-equilibrium 
growth conditions we initially investigated the temperature range of 275-400ºC. In this 
range GeH4-based growth rates are expected to be 5-10 nm/min so we utilize high GeH4 
partial pressures of 1-4 Torr and SnCl4 flow rates ranged from 1-4 x 10
-5
 mol/min. In our 
initial screening we also evaluate the effect of the carrier gas; both H2 and N2.  
 In this chapter we discuss the how the process conditions affect the growth rate, 
Sn composition and morphology. We find that there are narrow windows for temperature, 
pressure, and flows in which single crystal GeSn can be realized. The understanding 
gained by studying the fundamentals of the growth chemistry and kinetics is a foundation 
for more advanced structures. For growth of GeSn on Ge we are able to demonstrate 
GeSn layers with Sn contents form 1-12% which all show room temperature 
photoluminescence.  
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3.1 GE1-XSNX GROWTH KINETICS 
3.1.1. PRECURSOR FLOW EFFECTS 
 
In figure 4 below the growth rate of pure Ge and GeSn in plotted as a function of SnCl4 
molar flow fraction (SnCl4/GeH4) at 350ºC and a fixed pGeH4 = 2 Torr. We observe an 
initial decrease in the growth rate at low flow which we attribute to an etching component 
of the chemistry.  The reaction and decomposition of SnCl4 or SnCl4-intermediates 
should generate Cl* speices on the growth surface which can have etching effect from the 
desorption of GeCl2 and SnCl2 [38,39].Therefore, in order to achieve GeSn growth the 
etching rate has to be less than the deposition rate of the film. The growth rates for N2 
carrier are consistently higher than those with H2 carrier which is expected due to 
decreased H coverage on the growth surface. The growth rate for pure Ge in N2 carrier is 
16 nm/min and it decreases to 8.1 nm/min at the lowest SnCl4 flow due to etching. Pure 
Ge in H2 carrier gas has a growth rate of 9.9 nm/min and decreases to 6.3 nm/min for the 
lowest SnCl4 flow. This is a 2x decrease in growth rate for the N2 carrier the and only a 
1.6x decrease for the H2 carrier for the same increase in SnCl4 flow. For the same reasons 
that N2 carrier results in increased growth rate it can also result in an increased etch rate, 
less H coverage on the growth surface allows for more Cl coverage and subsequent 
GeCl2/SnCl2 desorption.   
An increase in growth rate was observed for SnCl4/GeH4 > 1.7 ×10
-5
 in both H2 
and N2 the slopes appear very similar. The etching component is balanced by an apparent 
catalytic component at higher SnCl4/GeH4 conditions. This is likely due to the facile H 
and Cl desorption from Sn surface sites relative to Ge surface sites. When SnCl4/GeH4 is 
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increased the surface becomes more Sn-rich, and the Sn-Cl and Sn-H bonds are weaker 
(3.3 eV and 2.6 eV respectively) than the Ge-Cl and Ge-H bonds (3.6 eV and 3.0 eV).  
We therefore, expect an increase in the H and Cl desorption rate and thus higher growth 
rate as the Sn fraction on the surface increases [39]. 
These phenomena are further explored in figure 11 where the growth rate is 
plotted vs. SnCl4/GeH4 over a larger flow ratio range and for a second temperature of T = 
320ºC. We see that Sn incorporation is higher for the 320ºC relative to the 350ºC which 
is not intuitive based on disassociation energies of the precursors involved. For the 
reaction SnCl4 → SnCl2 + Cl2, ∆Hr = 362 kJ/mol [40,41] while for the reaction GeH4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 Growth rate of Ge and GeSn as a function of the molar flow fraction at T = 350ºC and a fixed pGeH4 
= 2 Torr. There is an initial decrease in the growth rate, which is due to etching, followed by a strong increase 
at higher SnCl4 flow.  
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→ GeH2 + H2, ∆Hr = 235 kJ/mol [42]. Due to the greater disassociation energy of the 
SnCl4 molecule its reactivity should be lower than that of GeH4 as the temperature is 
decreased and lower Sn incorporation would be observed. We delay a detailed discussion 
of temperatures effects until the next section. 
  In figure 12 the improvement in growth rate in switching from H2 to N2 reduces 
with increasing SnCl4/GeH4 and lower temperature. This is not surprising given that the 
surface will become increasingly covered by Cl in both instances such that the surface 
sites that would have been open by removing H2 carrier gas are now covered by Cl. 
Growth at the higher temperature shows a linear increase in GR with SnCl4/GeH4 
whereas growth at the lower temperature is sub-linear. At 350ºC the Cl desorption is 
more efficient and as SnCl4/GeH4 is increased the balance between Cl coverage and 
desorption is maintained. However at 320ºC the balance between coverage and 
desorption is not as well maintained and the growth rate begins to decrease at higher 
SnCl4/GeH4. A rough Boltzmann-like approximation (
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑥𝑆𝑛∆𝐺𝑆𝑛−𝑐𝑙+(1−𝑥𝑆𝑛)∆𝐺𝐺𝑒−𝑐𝑙
𝑘𝑏𝑇2
⁄ )
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑥𝑆𝑛∆𝐺𝑆𝑛−𝑐𝑙+(1−𝑥𝑆𝑛)∆𝐺𝐺𝑒−𝑐𝑙
𝑘𝑏𝑇1
⁄ )
) 
using our values for Ge-Cl (3.6 eV) and Sn-Cl (3.3 eV) bond energies indicates a ~ 50x 
increase in Cl desorption rates between 320ºC and 350ºC for a 5% Sn layer.  
The Sn concentration is only weakly dependent on the SnCl4 flow. From figure 13 
we also see that the Sn content does not increase linearly with increasing SnCl4/GeH4 but 
rather increases as a power law type function i.e. [SnCl4/GeH4]
n
. This type of behavior is 
common in other group IV alloy CVD growth using mixed hydride/chloride chemistries 
[43, 44] and indicates unequal reaction orders for GeH4 and SnCl4.  We can separately 
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consider the growth rate components for Ge and Sn which are given by: 
                                                        𝑅𝐺𝑒 =  
𝑠𝐺𝑒𝐻4[𝐺𝑒𝐻4]𝑁𝑎𝜃
𝑚
𝑁
                                                   (29) 
                                                           𝑅𝑆𝑛 = 
𝑠𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4[𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4]𝑁𝑎𝜃
𝑛
𝑁
                                       (30) 
Where 𝑠𝐺𝑒𝐻4 and 𝑠𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4 are the precursor reactive sticking coefficients, N is the surface 
site density, Na is Avagadro’s number, θ is the vacant surface site coverage, and m and n 
are the respective adsorption reaction orders. The value of n and m therefore indicate the 
mechanism of adsorption and how many open surface sites are preferred. We can see 
from taking the ratio of eq’s 3 and 4: 
                                          
 𝑅𝑆𝑛
𝑅𝐺𝑒
=
𝑠𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4[𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4]
𝑠𝐺𝑒𝐻4[𝐺𝑒𝐻4]
𝜃𝑛−𝑚                                   (40) 
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Figure 12 Plots the growth rate vs. SnCl4/GeH4 for two temperatures and both types of carrier gas 
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that when the reaction orders are equal, m - n = 0, and we expect a linear dependence 
between % Sn and SnCl4/GeH4 However the observed power law dependence of n <  m  
indicates the reaction order for GeH4 is higher than that of SnCl4. Thus at higher 
SnCl4/GeH4 Ge atoms incorporate more easily than Sn atoms. The reasons for this are 
both kinetic and thermodynamic and will become clearer when the chemistry is discussed 
but stated simply here; an increase in open site density θ will increase GeH4 adsorption 
exponentially while only increasing SnCl4 linearly.  
The sticking coefficients are coverage dependent and reflect how efficiently the 
precursors adsorb and stay adsorbed. Experimental determination of the coverage-
dependent sticking coefficient is difficult in practice. However the relative efficiency of 
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Figure 13 Plots the %Sn vs. SnCl4/GeH4 for two temperatures and both types of carrier gas. 
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each precursor can be measured by considering the input molecular flow rates of each 
precursor, and based on the final composition and film-volume, calculating the fraction of 
precursor which was incorporated. In figure 14 the incorporation fraction is plotted for 
SnCl4 and GeH4 in both H2 and N2 as a function of the molar flow rate. It can be seen that 
Sn incorporation is ~ 10x more efficient than Ge and that both incorporate more 
efficiently as the SnCl4 molar flow rate increases. It is suspected that not only do Sn 
atoms on the surface allow more open sties, but gas-phase reactions between SnCl4 and 
GeH4 generate more reactive intermediates thereby increasing the efficiency. We will 
return to this discussion in section 3.1.4 when we discuss the chemical reactions in 
involved in growth. However of primary interest in figure 14 is the comparison of 
precursor efficiencies in H2 and N2. We note that Sn incorporation efficiency is higher for 
H2 carrier gas where Ge incorporation is improved by N2 carrier gas. This again suggests 
that the GeH4 incorporation efficiency being limited by the open site density, 𝜃, whereas 
the SnCl4 incorporation efficiency is not as sensitive to 𝜃 and is most likely reacting in 
the gas phase to produce a reactive intermediate species. Figure 15 compares the 
precursor efficiencies at 320ºC and 350ºC and we see a significant improvement in the 
Ge incorporation efficiency and decrease in that of Sn. Based solely on the input 
precursor bond energy it is expected that higher temperature should assist in Sn 
incorporation due to the stronger Sn-Cl bond relative to the Ge-H bond.  
 . The effective reaction order of  n – m can be estimated by borrowing from the 
model proposed by Suh and Lee [43] where the ratio of Sn to Ge is related to 
[SnCl4]/[GeH4] by: 
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𝑥𝑆𝑛
1+𝑞
1−𝑥𝑆𝑛
= (
[𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4]
[𝐺𝑒𝐻4]
)
𝑛−𝑚 =𝛽
                                                (41) 
where q can take values between 0 and 1. This reflects the extent to which competing Cl 
desorption steps are active, a value of q = 0 indicates direct Cl desorption from surface  
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Figure 14 Plots the fraction of precursor incorporated vs. the SnCl4/GeH4 molar flow ratio in both carrier gases at a 
fixed temperature. 
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Ge and q =1 indicates Cl migration to neighboring Sn before desorption [43]. In figure 16 
we have plotted 𝑥𝑆𝑛
1+𝑞/(1 − 𝑥𝑆𝑛) vs. M[SnCl4]/M[GeH4] on a log-log scale such that the 
slope of the fitted line = β, which is the overall reaction order. The linear fits were better 
for q = 1 than q = 0 (not shown) suggesting that two-step Cl desorption is dominant. A 
linear fit of the lines in figure 16 yields the power exponent, β, for each condition: β(T1, 
H2) = 0.41, β(T1, N2) = 0.46, β(T2, H2) = 0.10, and β(T2, N2) = 0.11. There is a larger 
difference in the power exponent observed when changing temperatures than when 
switching carrier gases at the same temperature. This may be a result of the rate limiting 
step being Cl-desorption at low temperature and precursor adsorption the rate limiting 
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Figure 15 Plots the fraction of precursor incorporated vs. the SnCl4/GeH4 molar flow ratio in H2 carrier gas 
at two different temperatures. 
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step at higher temperature. Reaction mechanisms are discussed in more detail in the next 
section. 
 
Figure 16 Log-log plot of 𝑥𝑆𝑛
1+𝑞/(1 − 𝑥𝑆𝑛) vs. M[SnCl4]/M[GeH4]. The slope(s) of the linear fit(s) should 
indicate the overall reaction order for GeSn growth via GeH4 + SnCl4 in H2 and N2. 
 
3.1.2. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
 
The growth rate for GeSn varies between 8 nm/min, at the lowest growth 
temperatures, to 45 nm/min at the highest. Figures 17 and 18 are Arrhenius plots for the 
total growth rate, Ge-component of the growth rate, and Sn-component of the growth rate 
for SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.0085 and 0.012. The total activation energy for the lower flow ratio 
is Ea = 0.36 eV and for the higher flow ratio Ea = 0.52 eV. The higher activation energy at 
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higher flow ratio is due to the increased surface reaction and coverage and the 
requirement to remove those reaction byproducts to continue growth. The kinetic 
constants for each condition can be described as 𝑘1 = 10
9.56 ∙ exp (
−0.36
𝑘𝑏𝑇
) and 𝑘2 =
1013.1 ∙ exp (
−0.52
𝑘𝑏𝑇
) [42]. The Ge and components of the activation energy are Ea,Ge = 
0.39 eV and 0.55 eV for the low and high flow ratios respectively. In both cases this is a 
~ 0.03 eV increase from the total Ea and if we consider that Ea = Ea,Ge + Ea,Sn than we 
must again conclude that the presence of Sn on the surface decreases the total activation 
energy for deposition. The Sn component of the growth rate is also shown in figures 17 
and 18 and we see an inverse dependence on T or a negative activation energy. Extraction 
of this value form the slope of the line is not valid however as the final Sn composition 
measured in the layer is not only a function of surface reaction energetics but also post-
surface-reaction segregation/out-diffusion. As the temperature is increased Sn surface 
segregation is enabled and these Sn atoms can be etched and removed from the surface as 
SnClx (g). Therefore the value of 0.03 eV from above is probably closer to reality. 
Despite the uncertainty in the precise Arrhenius behavior of Sn incorporation it is 
qualitatively apparent that the Sn-component of the growth is not thermally activated. 
This implies that the Sn-precursor is already partially decomposed and reactive by the 
time it reaches the growth surface. However this is not intuitive again considering the 
decomposition enthalpies; SnCl4 → SnCl2 + Cl2, ∆Hr = 362 kJ/mol and GeH4 → GeH2 + 
H2, ∆Hr = 235 kJ/mol.   
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Figure 17 Arrhenius plot for the Ge, Sn, component and total growth rates with the total activation energy 
shown for SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.0085. 
Figure 18 Arrhenius plot for the Ge, Sn, component and total growth rates with the total activation 
energy shown for SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.0012. 
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There is a ~ 120ºC temperature window in which GeSn can be grown and within 
this window the Sn composition is highly sensitive to temperature changes. In figure 8 
the % Sn is plotted vs. temperature for SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.0085 and 0.012 and it is seen that 
there is a ~ 1 %Sn increase for every 10ºC temperature decrease. At the highest end of 
the range, T > 400 ºC, the Sn concentration becomes very dilute and is no longer an alloy 
but only a Ge layer doped with Sn.  As the temperature is decreased Sn segregation is 
kinetically frustrated and the GeH4 reactivity decreases which results in an increase in Sn 
composition. However at the lowest end of the temperature window growth completely 
ceases. This is curious because it implies that at a temperature of ~ 280ºC both precursors 
suddenly lose their reactivity. It is known that below 285ºC GeH4 does not 
disassociatively adsorb [42] which may hint that either the GeH2 and/or the 2H generated 
during the adsorption reaction are required to reduce SnClx fragments on the surface. A 
comparison of the temperature dependences for GeH4 and Ge2H6 also supports this idea. 
Figure 9 shows the Sn incorporations as functions of temperature using GeH4 and Ge2H6 
for the same flow conditions, SnCl4/GeH4 = SnCl4/Ge2H6. There has not yet been a direct 
comparison of these two precursors for the purpose of GeSn growth. Growth in GeH4 
results in a drastic decrease in Sn incorporation at ~ 285ºC whereas the low temperature 
growth limit for using Ge2H6 is ~ 15ºC lower than that of using GeH4. This is because the 
reactivity of Ge2H6 is greater than that of GeH4 and a lower growth temperature 
capability is expected for Ge2H6. However, if the limiting factor was only the reactivity 
of Ge-hydrides then an increase in Sn incorporation as the efficiency of the Ge precursor  
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Figure 19 Plots how the %Sn incorporated changes with temperature for two SnCl4/GeH4 conditions. 
Figure 20 A comparison of the Sn incorporation vs. temperature between using GeH4 and Ge2H6. All 
other growth conditions were kept the same. The red and blue dashed lines demark the temperatures 
below which all epitaxial growth ceases 
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decreased would be expected. The shift in the low temperature limit between GeH4 and 
Ge2H6 indicates the reactivity of the Ge-hydride is the limiting factor. The generation of 
surface H and reactive GeH2 species during Ge-hydride adsorption are most-likely 
required to complete the reduction on SnClx on the surface. Therefore, when the lower 
temperature limit of Ge-hydride adsorption is reached the SnClx can desorb before being 
incorporated. Within the temperature window we can see that for the same temperature 
and for SnCl4/GeH4 = SnCl4/Ge2H6 that the Sn composition is higher for GeH4-based 
growth. This is most likely due to an increase in the Ge growth rate component for the 
Ge2H6-based chemistry. 
 
3.1.3. THE INITIAL STAGES OF GESN GROWTH 
 
The understanding of the initial stages of heteroepitaxial growth is very 
important, through this understanding the defect generation and relaxation can be 
better controlled. Additionally, with this understanding more precise interfacial 
composition control can be achieved. For some materials the early stages of growth 
can be delayed by the formation of islands which then coalesce to form a continuous 
layer similar to what we have described in section for Ge growth on silicon. 
Controlling this coalescence will improve the layer morphology and defectivity. We 
have observed a GeSn growth delay time (to) which can be up to 80 seconds, however 
it is not immediately evident that this delay is due to a classic nucleation process. 
Figure 21 plots the GeSn layer thicknesses as functions of growth time for flow ratios 
of SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.0085 and 0.012. The temperatures were adjusted to 320ºC (high-
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flow) and 330ºC (low-flow) to ensure identical growth rates of 22 nm/min. Despite the 
identical growth rates different values of to = 79 sec and 56 sec were measured for the 
low-flow and high-flow respectively [32]. This seems to indicate that the delay time is 
independent of growth rate. Epitaxial growth modes have been described by Bauer 
[45] as a balance between interfacial energy and strain energy. The Sn atom has a 
lower surface energy than the Ge atom so that an alloy of GeSn should wet a Ge 
surface from a surface energetics point-of-view. Obviously the addition of Sn to the 
Ge lattice should also introduce interfacial strain energy which can counteract the 
layer wetting and 2-dimensional growth. Under certain conditions these considerations 
can lead to an epitaxial nucleation delay. Figures 22(a)-(c) compare 5x5 µm AFM 
scans taken at 20, 40, and 60 seconds of growth on the high-flow layer. In the AFM 
images it is apparent that some amount of islanding and coalescence is occurring in 
these early stages. The dark regions are exposed growth surface and the lighter regions 
are elevated epitaxial islands with surface-steps delineating the epitaxial peaks and 
troughs. Based on the sequence of AFM images it would appear that islands are 
nucleated and coalesce through a classic step-flow mechanism. However further 
analysis indicates the initial stages of growth are far more complicated. Figure 23 
compares the LEIS spectra for the samples shown in figures 22(a)-(c).  
Low energy ion scattering (LEIS) is a highly surface-sensitive measurement of 
the composition in the upper-most 10Å of the surface [46]. In the 20 and 40 sec 
samples there is only a Ge peak and an O peak due to the surface oxide. A Sn peak 
does not appear however until the 60 sec of growth time, this means that for at least 
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the first 40 sec of growth no Sn is incorporated.  Moreover the decreasing delay time 
with increasing SnCl4/GeH4 suggests that is in fact a kinetic limitation to the initial Sn 
incorporation which is responsible for the delay.  There may be a dynamic balance 
between SnClx adsorption and desorption which must be attained before epitaxial layer 
growth can initiate. The Ge-buffer surface is hydrogen terminated when GeSn growth 
starts and at T < 400ºC the desorption of H would be slow and thus precursor 
adsorption would also be. Once enough Sn is incorporated to form an initial 
monolayer of GeSn the availability of sites becomes more rapid. At higher SnCl4 flow 
an adsorption equilibrium is achieved more rapidly and thus the delay is decreased 
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Figure 21 GeSn layer thicknesses vs. growth time for 3% and 7% Sn layers. The identical growth rate of 22 
nm/min was observed. The nucleation delay times (t0) of 79 and 56 s were extracted for 3% and 7% Sn 
layers, respectively [32]. 
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Figure 23 LEIS spectra for the initial stages of GeSn growth at 20, 40 and 60 sec. No Sn is measured on 
the surface until after 40 seconds growth time. 
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3.1.4. GAS-PHASE AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY 
 
Using the observed data we have presented in sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.3 we can 
develop an understanding of the growth chemistry. The reaction pathway consists of 
the following general steps: 1) Gas-phase reaction of GeH4 and SnCl4; 2) Adsorbption 
of SnClx* and GeHx* on the growth surface; 3) Reduction SnClx to Sn*; and 4) 
Diffusion of Sn* to an incoporation site – and incorporation. However step 4 is 
reversible via segregation of incorporated Sn atoms out of the growing layer and back 
to the growth front.  
In the gas phase homogenous reactions would be expected due to the high growth 
pressure. As explanied in secttion 3.1.1 the homgenous decomposition reactions are 
unlikely due to their high activation energies; SnCl4 → SnCl2 + Cl2, ∆Hr = 362 kJ/mol 
and GeH4 → GeH2 + H2, ∆Hr = 235 kJ/mol. However reaction between SnCl4 and GeH4 
in the gas-phase has not been analyzed experimentally or theoretically. Serenate et. al. 
have suggested that SnCl4 and Ge2H6 react in the gas phase to form cholrostannanes and 
chlorogermanes of the form HxSnCl4-x and ClxGe2H6-x [47]. However no further 
discussion or experimental work is offered to support this notion. Here we use 
thermochemical data from references [48] and [40] to predict reactions occurring in the 
gas phase and on the surface which lead to the formation of epitaxial GeSn. The 
thermochemical values discussed herein are not intended to be exact but only used to 
predict general reaction mechanisms and trends.   
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The gas-phase reaction of the starting precursors was found to be highly 
energetically favorable. ∆𝐺𝑟
298 and ∆𝐻𝑟
298 are calculated for reactions 42 and 43 however 
due to limited thermochemical data only values are calculated for subsequent reactions. 
      𝐺𝑒𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4(𝑔) → 𝐶𝑙𝐺𝑒𝐻3(𝑔) + 𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙3(𝑔): ∆𝐺𝑟
298 = −128 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙       (42) 
    𝐺𝑒𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4(𝑔) → 𝐶𝑙2𝐺𝑒𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝐻2𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔): ∆𝐺𝑟
298 = −240 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙        (43) 
𝐺𝑒𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4(𝑔) → 𝐶𝑙𝐺𝑒𝐻3(𝑔) + 𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙3(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −108 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙            (44) 
    𝐺𝑒𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4(𝑔) → 𝐶𝑙2𝐺𝑒𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝐻2𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −219 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙       (45) 
These values are for T = 298K however both reactions remain favorable with ∆Gr < 0 
over the range of temperatures used for GeSn growth. Figure 24 plots ∆Gr vs. T at 1 atm 
for both reactions, the dichloro-products are favored over the trichloro-products over 
this whole temperature range. HxSnCl4-x should be far less stable and much more 
reactive than the tetrachloride which would enable the low temperature growth. The Sn-
H bond is quite weak and SnH4 is known to readily disassociate at elevated 
temperatures. Reference [40] predicts the Sn-H bond energy to decrease with increasing 
Cl substitution therefore we would expect homogenous decomposition of the form: 
                   𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙3(𝑔) →  𝐻𝐶𝑙(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 =  −59 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                    (46) 
                   𝐻2𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔) →  𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 =  −8.1 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                    (47) 
                𝐻2𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔) →  𝐻𝐶𝑙(𝑔) + 𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 =  −43 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                    (48) 
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The negative enthalpies imply that these reactions readily occur and are not thermally 
activated. Thus pre-dissociated molecular Sn fragments are available which makes for 
facile adsorption on the growth surface. The adsorption reaction may only be first-order 
in θ because only one open site (denoted by *) would be strictly required; 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔) +
_∗ → 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2
∗   and/or 𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙(𝑔) + _∗ → H𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙∗. Therefore the Sn-fraction would be 
proportional to 𝑥𝑆𝑛~ [𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2][𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙]𝜃 and the dependence on Cl and H desorption 
would relatively small. The negative ∆𝐻𝑟  values would also explain why the Sn-
component of the growth has an apparent negative activation energy. 
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Figure 24 Plots the Gibbs free energy vs. temperature for reactions 42 and 43 the dichloro-products are 
favored for all temperatures. 
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The rate constant for the reaction GeH4 → GeH2 + H2 can be estimated as 𝑘 =
1014.3 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−225 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑅𝑇⁄ ) which for a temperature of 320ºC, 𝑘 = 3.2 𝑥 10−6𝑠−1 
[42].  Therefore the homogenous decomposition of GeH4 is not a significant reaction 
pathway for the incorporation of Ge. On the other hand, the energetic barriers for 
homogenous decomposition of ClxGeH4-x species are significantly lower: 
                   𝐶𝑙𝐺𝑒𝐻3(𝑔) → 𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝐻𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 =  105 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                (49) 
                  𝐶𝑙2𝐺𝑒𝐻2(𝑔) →  𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙2(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 =  40 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                 (50) 
              𝐶𝑙2𝐺𝑒𝐻2(𝑔) →  𝐻𝐶𝑙(𝑔) + 𝐻𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = 157 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                (51) 
Only a small portion, roughly 1%, of the GeH4 would be converted to chlorogermanes 
because GeH4/SnCl4 ~ 100. However as we see in section 3.1.1 the incorporation 
efficiency of GeH4 is in the range of 0.3-3% and increases with SnCl4 flow. In fact the 
GeH4 incorporation efficiency scales as ~ 0.5(𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4 𝐺𝑒𝐻4⁄ ) which suggests that 
roughly half of the Ge incorporated is done so through the chlorogermane conversion 
pathway. This also indicates that the high growth rates (at low temperature) are not only 
due to catalytic Cl and H desorption from surface-Sn, but also gas-phase conversion of 
SnCl4 and GeH4 to more reactive intermediates. Similarly we could expect that only one 
site would be required for adsorption of these pre-dissociated species,𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙2(𝑔) + _
∗ →
𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙2
∗ . 
In parallel to the single-site adsorption of GeCl2 and HGeCl we would also expect the 
dissociative adsorption of germane. This can take the form of 𝐺𝑒𝐻4(𝑔) + 2_
∗ →
𝐺𝑒𝐻3
∗ + 𝐻∗  and/or 𝐺𝑒𝐻4(𝑔) + 3_
∗ → 𝐺𝑒𝐻2
∗ + 2𝐻∗ [49]. The adsorption of GeH4 is 
therefore 2
nd
 or 3
rd
-order in θ, however the 2nd-order reaction most-likely dominates at 
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the high surface coverages/low temperatures for our growth conditions. We would 
expect the Ge growth rate component to be much more dependent on the desorption of 
H and Cl and the creation of open surface-sites i.e. thermally activated. Furthermore the 
germanium fraction in the layer could be written as, 
𝑥𝐺𝑒~( [𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙2][𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙])𝜃[𝐺𝑒𝐻4]𝜃
𝑛, where n could take-on values between 2 and 3 
depending on how operative the 2
nd
 or 3
rd
-order reactions are.  It is important to relate 
this back to figure 13 and our discussion in section 3.1.1 where we see the Sn-
incorporation had a non-linear dependence. The higher reaction order in θ of GeH4 
means that as the Sn content on the surface is increased the Ge incorporation becomes 
more efficient. The increased H and Cl desorption increases θ, and 𝑥𝐺𝑒 will increase as 
𝜃3 or 𝜃4 whereas 𝑥𝑆𝑛 will only increase as 𝜃. 
 We next use the thermochemical values in references [40] and [50] as a 
qualitative guide to the reaction energetics. However these values have inherent error 
due to the involvement of the surface which will change the energetics somewhat. The 
adsorbed 𝐺𝑒𝐻2
∗ and 𝐻∗are likely critical in the subsequent surface reaction steps with 
the chlorinated Sn and Ge species also on the surface: 
                              𝐺𝑒𝐻2
∗ +  𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2
∗ → 𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛∗ + 2𝐻𝐶𝑙: ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −248 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙            (52) 
                         𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2
∗ + 2𝐻∗ → 𝑆𝑛∗ + 2𝐻𝐶𝑙: : ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −282 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                   (53) 
The formation of HCl is the driving force for many of the surface reactions as seen 
above, and may also occur without the need for two reacting surface species: 
                        𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙∗ →  𝑆𝑛∗ + 𝐻𝐶𝑙: : ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −27.7 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                           (54) 
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The creation of 𝑆𝑛∗ and 𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛∗ is followed by surface diffusion and incorporation. 
Reaction 52 is preferred from a growth perspective over reactions 53 and 54 as it 
creates a Ge-Sn bonded pair whereas the creation of independent Sn atoms on the 
surface may allow for the formation of Sn-Sn bonded pairs and ultimately Sn-
precipitates. Ge* surface species are created by the reactions: 
                                        𝐺𝑒𝐻2
∗  → 𝐺𝑒∗ + 𝐻2: ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = 126 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                           (55) 
                          𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙2
∗ + 2𝐻∗ →  𝐺𝑒∗ + 2𝐻𝐶𝑙 : ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −73.4 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙              (56) 
                         𝐻𝐺𝑒𝐶𝑙∗ →  𝐺𝑒∗ + 𝐻𝐶𝑙: : ∆𝐻𝑟
298 =  238 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                        (57) 
The Ge* also diffuses on the surface and incorporates. We notice that surface reactions 
52, 53, 54, and 56 are exothermic reactions 55 and 57 are thermally activated. We 
expect that most of the Ge is incorporated via reaction 55 however the formation of 
GeCl2 creates an exothermic reaction pathway for Ge incorporation in reaction 56 
which could also explain the increased GeH4 efficiency with increasing SnCl4. Figure 
25 is a diagram which summarizes the primary gas-phase and surface reactions which 
lead to GeSn growth. 
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Figure 25 Possible reaction pathways starting with GeH4 and SnCl4 in the gas-phase. Dicholro-product 
formation is highly favored (center pathways) however the high excess of GeH4 means that dissociative 
adsorption (far-left pathway) must be responsible for supplying the majority of reactive Ge species to the 
growth surface 
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3.2 MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION OF UNDOPED GESN 
 
 In this section HRXRD, RBS, and PL results briefly discussed to demonstrate 
material quality on GeSn on Ge layers. Representative XRD spectra for Ge1-xSnx (x 
=0.01 to 0.12) are shown in figure 26 and indicate that the layer is single crystal. The 
GeSn peak shifts to lower Bragg angle with increasing Sn which is indicative of 
tetragonal distortion of the out-of plane lattice constant and demonstrates tunability of 
the lattice constant. The GeSn peak position allows for determination of the Sn-content 
through Vegard’s law. If the layer is partially-relaxed then both in-plane and out-of-
plane lattice constants must be measured to determine the Sn-content.  Figure 27 shows 
random and aligned RBS spectra of a Ge0.93Sn0.07/Ge/Si(100) structure showing a min 
(ratio of the aligned spectra to the random spectra) of 5% for both the Ge and Sn of the 
GeSn layer indicating that the Sn is fully substitutional within the Ge lattice.  The min is 
a measure of the crystalline perfection of the layer in which a perfect Si crystal would 
have a theoretical min of 4.2%.   
Figure 28 shows the room temperature photoluminescence spectra of for Ge1-
xSnx layers with x = 0.01 to 0.12, a pure Ge sample is included for reference. The 
intensity has been normalized however it can be seen that the PL wavelength increases 
with the Sn-content which demonstrates the band gap tunability. Furthermore this figure 
demonstrates light-emitting and photonic device quality material over the entire range 
of compositions. 
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Figure 26 HR-XRD of GeSn layers with 1-12% Sn where the increase in Sn is shifting the peak to lower 
Bragg angle. 
.  
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 27 Random and channeled RBS spectra of a 5%Sn layer. The low intensity of the channeled peak 
means that the Sn is highly substitutional 
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Figure 28 Normalized room temperature PL for 1-2% Sn layers with pure Ge included as a reference 
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CHAPTER 4 
STRAIN-RELAXATION AND THE LIMITS OF SN INCORPORATION  
 
4.1 STRAIN RELAXATION AND DEFECT PROPAGATION 
 
Thus far we have only discussed the growth of layers strained to the Ge-buffer 
layer. As explained in section 1.1 Strain-relaxation of GeSn layers is favorable for 
optoelectronic properties. Strain relaxation can be facilitated through post-growth 
annealing and/or growth beyond the critical thickness. Post-growth annealing is not 
favored for GeSn because of the alloy’s meta-stable nature, thermal energy from the 
annealing decreases the kinetic barriers to Sn diffusion and precipitation. Strain 
relaxation proceeds when the strain energy accumulated during further growth in the 
layer matches the dislocation formation energy where the strain is relieved by the 
necessary formation of misfit and <110>(111) threading dislocations. It is well known 
that these crystal defects can act as non-radiative recombination centers much to the 
detriment of device performance. Therefore while strain relaxation is desired it must 
be done in a way that minimizes the defect density in active device layers. Here we 
present a systematic study of Ge0.91Sn0.09 growth well beyond the critical thickness as 
a means to produce strain-relaxed, direct band gap, optoelectronic device quality 
materials. 
We chose to study layers with ~ 9% Sn because it is technologically relevant, 
that is to say it has high enough Sn content be direct-gap, but low enough to avoid 
problems such as Sn-segregation. The Ge0.91Sn0.09 Layers were grown on Ge-buffered 
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silicon and had (SIMS measured) thicknesses of 152 nm, 180 nm, 257 nm, 570 nm, 
and 865 nm. The People and Bean model for critical thickness, hc, is expressed as:         
                                                    ℎ𝑐 = 
1+𝜈
1− 𝜈
1
16𝜋√2
𝑏2
𝑎
(
1
𝑓2
ln (
𝑏
ℎ𝑐
))                                 (58) 
where v is the Poisson ratio, b the burger’s vector, a the GeSn layer lattice constant, 
and f the lattice mismatch between the GeSn and Ge buffer [51].  A critical thickness 
of 100 nm is predicted for a layer containing 9% Sn.  
 X-ray diffraction reciprocal space maps (XRD-RSM) were used to extract the 
in-plane, a||, and out-of-plane, a⊥, lattice constants which are related to the peak 
positions in reciprocal space (Qx, Qy) by the expressions:  
                                                                   𝑎⊥ =  
2𝜆
𝑄𝑦
                                                     (59) 
                                                               𝑎|| = 
𝜆√8
2𝑄𝑥
                                       (60) 
Where 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength = 1.54056 Å. The unstrained lattice constant for a 
given Sn composition is given by: 
                                              𝑎0
𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 = 
(𝑎⊥
𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛+2𝑎∥
𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 (
𝐶12
𝐶11
))
(1+2(
𝐶12
𝐶11
))
                                  (61) 
where C12 and C11 are the elastic constants. We next obtain the degree of relaxation 
by, 𝑅 =  (𝑎∥
𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 − 𝑎∥
𝐺𝑒 ) (⁄ 𝑎0
𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 − 𝑎∥
𝐺𝑒 ). The composition was determined by using 
the calculated value of 𝑎0
𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 in conjunction with Vegard’s law. The full width half 
max (FWHM) values of the (004) RSM peaks are an effective indicator of threading 
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dislocation density (TDD) in the layer. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was 
then used to obtain Sn depth profiles in order to examine the evolution of the 
compositional profile.  
The energy of dislocation formation is a critical point for this study. For GeSn growth, 
in general the low growth temperatures less than 400 ºC are necessarily to be employed. 
The formation of 90º edge dislocations is typically less energetically favored then 60º a/2 
<110>{111} dislocations,  however the strain reliving efficacy of the former is superior 
to the latter case. Despite the low growth temperatures, GeSn is known to form 90º 
Lomer edge dislocations for growth on Ge-buffered Si(100) even for relatively low 
mismatch and low relaxation [8]. Layers grown on Ge-buffered Si by CVD at 
temperatures between 300-400ºC relax mainly through the formation of sessile 90º edge 
dislocations [4, 51-54] with defects confined at the GeSn/Ge interface. While reports of 
layers grown on Ge(100) by MBE at temperatures of 100-150ºC feature relaxation 
through gliselle 60º misfits with threading segments extending through the layer [52].  In 
our work, on relaxed GeSn growth we have observed an extended interfacial defective 
region, however the defects are confined in this region, allowing low-defect layers to be 
grown on top. To the best of our knowledge no prior study of how different 
substrates/buffer-layers and/or growth temperatures affect the relaxation mechanism has 
been reported yet. We believe that the defect density in the starting growth surface as 
well as the growth temperature are responsible for the observed differences. Etch-pit 
density measurements on our relatively thin Ge buffers reveal defect densities in the 5-9 
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× 10
7 
cm
-2
 range. This is a relatively high defect density and would make relaxation by 
threading of 60º dislocations from the buffer to the GeSn more likely.   
 It has been shown that the relative density of 60º and 90º dislocations can be 
estimated from the aspect ratio of the XRD-RSM peak [55]. The aspect ratio is defined as 
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the Qx direction over the FWHM in Qy 
direction, i.e., ΔQx/ΔQy. For layers with mainly 60º dislocations the aspect ratio is larger 
than those which contain mainly 90º dislocations. This is due to the increased anisotropy 
of the strain-field around the 60º dislocation relative to the pure-edge dislocation 
ultimately causing the peak to elliptically distort. Table 2 lists the sample thicknesses 
with their degree of relaxation and their (004) XRD-RSM aspect ratio ΔQx/ΔQy [56].  For 
the sample with 152 nm thickness the layer is 10% relaxed and ΔQx/ΔQy = 1.96 with a 
highly elliptical shape to the peak, which indicates the initial stage of relaxation is mainly 
accommodated by 60º misfits propagating from the Ge-buffer and across the GeSn. As 
the thickness and the degree of relaxation increase, the ΔQx/ΔQy decreases to a final value 
of 1.59, which suggests an increasing number of 90º misfit dislocations are being formed 
later in the relaxation process. The formation of pure edge-type dislocations becomes 
easier for increased strain relaxation which can be a result of mobile 60º misfits reacting 
to form immobile 90º misfits. Bolkhovityanov and Sokolov have thoroughly reviewed 
these phenomena in group IV semiconductor growth [57], which is suitable for GeSn in 
this study. Two 60º MD’s gliding along {111} mirror-planes with Burgers vectors of b1 
and b2 can meet on {100} growth-planes and form a pure edge dislocation with Burgers 
vector b3, for example: 
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a
2
 [101̅] +
a
2
[011] =
a
2
[110]                                               (62) 
 
Table 2 SUMMARY OF SAMPLE XRD-RSM CHARACTERISTICS 
   Total 
thickness (nm) 
Relaxation (004) ΔQx/ΔQy  Overlayer 
%Sn 
over layer 
thickness (nm) 
152 10% 1.96 - -  
180 44% 1.92 - - 
257 66% 2.10 10.0% 107 
570 88% 1.68 11.7% 420 
865 94% 1.59 12.0% 715 
 
To proceed this reaction the energy of b3 must be less than b1 + b2. Not all 
complimentary <110>{111} MD’s meet this requirement.  Other possible interactions 
between complimentary 60º MD’s can result in annihilation, i.e., when b1 + b2 = 
a
2
[000]. 
Therefore, it is obvious that as the degree of relaxation increases the chance of 
complimentary MD’s capable of forming pure edge dislocations increases. Figure 29 
shows a cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the 570 nm 
layer, where a ~ 150 nm-thick defective bottom layer is observed at the GeSn/Ge 
interface. However defects in this region do not propagate to the rest of the GeSn layer. 
This may be explained as follows; the initial strain relaxation is accommodated by the 
propagation of 60º dislocations from the Ge buffer to the GeSn layer. These are mobile 
and are able to continue to glide through the GeSn layer as they grow. However 60º MD 
interaction increases which may form networks of immobile 90º dislocations. These 
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networks can then block remaining 60º MD’s from gliding into subsequently grown 
material. This implies that optimization of the Ge buffer layer may not be crucial to 
achieve high quality relaxed GeSn as conventional experience would suggest. Typically 
defect densities of < 1×10
7
 cm
-2
 are sought in Ge-buffer applications. Generally speaking, 
the buffer layer thickness must be ~ 1.5-2 µm to achieve low defect which is costly from 
a manufacturing perspective. In this study, the newly discovered growth mechanism 
suggests a thickness of ~ 600 nm would be sufficient. 
(224) XRD-RSM’s for the 152 nm and 865 nm layers are shown in figure 30 
where we observe that the single GeSn peak splits into two distinct peaks with increasing 
thickness. This of course indicates that two different Sn compositions are grown however 
no growth conditions were altered during the process. In table 2 we also list the Sn 
compositions of these secondary layers which increase with thickness and become 
increasingly relaxed relative to the base layer. We defer discussion of why the Sn 
composition is changing to the next section however the fact that the composition seems 
to be increasing gradually means that a spontaneous grading results which is relevant to 
our discussion of defects. Grading the composition of epitaxial layers as a means of 
defect reduction has been studied extensively and further theoretical discussion can be 
found in reference [58]. Figure 31 shows the SIMS Sn depth profiles for the layers in 
table 2, and we can see at 152 nm the composition is fairly flat. However at 270 and 570 
nm we can see the development of a graded region, and finally in the 865 nm it appears 
there are three distinct regions. The first ~ 100 nm are relatively flat followed by a ~ 350 
nm graded region and then a second flat region which constitutes the overlayer. It is 
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important to note that the Sn-composition gradient, ΔSn/Δx, revealed by SIMS analysis 
likely causes underestimation of the actual ΔSn/Δx value due to the SIMS “knock-on” 
effect. This is especially relevant noting the 5 keV Cs+ beam energies used, however  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Si 
Ge-buffer 
Figure 29 Cross-sectional TEM image of the 570 nm layer. A highly defective interfacial layer is seen on 
the Ge buffer and then an apparently low defect density layer on top of the defective interfacial layer 
[56]. 
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Figure 30. XRD-RSM’s for the 152 nm and 865 nm layers. There is a single GeSn peak for the 152 nm 
layer, this peak splits into two distinct peaks in the Qy direction after relaxation. This indicates two 
compositions are present in the layer [56] 
 
 
beam energies in the 500 eV range would be required to properly resolve the gradient, 
resulting in unpractical sputter rates for an 865 nm layer. The actual value of ΔSn/Δx 
aside, the gradual grading in between the first layer and the overlayer physically separates 
dislocations. Through physical separation dislocation-dislocation interaction is minimized 
which increases the glide length and strain-relieving efficacy of each 60º dislocation. 
Resulting in a lower number of dislocations required to facilitate layer relaxation. 
Ultimately there are two contributing factors to defect reduction in our thick relaxed 
layers; 1.) the conversion of mobile 60º MD’s during the initial relaxation into immobile 
90º MD’s which can then also act as impediments to remaining mobile 60º MD 2.) The 
spontaneous development of a compositionally graded region in-between the defective 
interfacial region and secondary layer.  
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Figure 31 SIMS Sn-depth profiles for the 152 nm, 270nm, 570 nm, and 865 nm layers. Comparing the 
profiles shows an initially uniform composition which starts to grade as the thickness is increased [56] 
4.2 THE EFFECT OF STRAIN ON SN-INCORPORATION 
 
 Up to this point we have only discussed the effects of the spontaneous grading in 
composition and have ignored discussion of the origin of the grading. In this section we 
explain the source of this spontaneous increase in Sn incorporation and propose that the 
final Sn composition is primarily limited by strain, and chemistry is only secondary. We 
finally use this data to engineer light emitting layers with Sn compositions up to 17.5% 
Sn which is the highest Sn composition reported thus far on an industrial CVD reactor. 
Moreover, photoluminescence of these layers produces light emission at ~ 3.1 µm. Up to 
25% Sn has been reported by UHV-CVD growth methods [9] but these methods do not 
produce light emitting materials at such high levels of Sn. 
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There are three fundamental factors governing Sn-incorporation during CVD GeSn 
layer formation: 1.) Chemistry, the chemical reaction of precursors supplies reactive 
intermediates of Ge and Sn to the growth front 2.) Surface kinetics, the diffusion of Ge 
and Sn to lattice incorporation sites 3.) Surface segregation, the loss of Sn from the sub-
surface lattice sites and back to the surface of the growth front. The growth chemistry 
effects the ratio of Sn:Ge that can be made available at the growth front. In terms of 
chemistry there are two common approaches; utilizing Sn-hydrides [9,47] or Sn-chlorides 
[10-12]. In both cases various Ge-hydrides are used as Ge precursors. The difference 
between these two methods mainly is found in comparing the stability of the Sn-hydride 
vs. that of the chloride. The Sn-H bond is weaker than the Sn-Cl and thus is more reactive 
at the low temperatures required for GeSn epitaxy. Of course the SnH4 molecule is so 
unstable, even at room temperature, that to achieve epitaxial growth the hydrogen must 
be replaced with deuterium (SnD4). This deuterated stannane molecule is still highly 
unstable and specialized synthesis and handling is required however it does have a 
distinct advantage over SnCl4 in that the partial pressure can be varied independently of 
the Ge-hydride because it is sufficiently reactive on its own [47]. This means that a larger 
ratio of Sn:Ge can be made available for incorporation at the growth front.  
The use of SnCl4 is preferable from a manufacturing standpoint, however epitaxial 
growth can only be accomplished within a narrow range of partial pressures. As we have 
discussed in our previous work [32] and in chapter 3 the Ge-hydride is required to 
facilitate gas-phase and surface reactions which otherwise would not proceed due to the 
strong Sn-Cl bond. Therefore growth conditions always require excess GeH4/Ge2H6 and 
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there is an upper limit to the ratio of Sn:Ge intermediates that can be produced at the 
growth front. Now with a Sn:Ge ratio established on the surface of the growing layer, 
surface kinetic factors will influence the transport of Sn* and Ge* adatoms either to 
lattice incorporation sites or to form secondary phases. At a given temperature and 
pressure there is a maximum value of Sn:Ge ratio that can be accommodated without 
secondary phase formation. For example higher temperature and lower pressure 
conditions will increase surface diffusivity enabling Sn* adatoms to form equilibrium 
secondary Sn phases. This is in contrast to classical epitaxial growth conditions where 
high temperatures and low pressures are favored such that adatoms can diffuse and find 
the most energetically desired sites. 
Now to our central argument, the amount of Sn that is incorporated and remains 
incorporated depends mainly on temperature and strain. A sub-surface and incorporated 
Sn atom has a tendency to segregate back to the surface via site exchange. This is due to 
the lower bond energy of the Sn atom relative to the Ge atom and also due to the 
mismatch in atomic radii which are 0.12 nm for Ge and 0.14 nm for Sn.  The segregated 
Sn content,CSn
0 , relative to the subsurface content, CSn, is expressed as: 
                                                 
𝐶𝑆𝑛
0
𝐶𝑆𝑛
 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔
𝑘𝑇
)                                            (63) 
where: 
           ∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔 = 
1
 𝜌
 (𝜎𝐺𝑒 − 𝜎𝑆𝑛) +  
−24𝐾𝑆𝑛𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛𝑟𝑆𝑛𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛(𝑟𝑆𝑛−𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛)
2
3𝐾𝑆𝑛𝑟𝑆𝑛+4𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛
             (64)                     
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where 𝜌 is the surface atomic density and 𝜎𝐺𝑒 and 𝜎𝑆𝑛 are the respective bond energies. 
This first term represents the driving-force for segregation due to the mismatch in bond 
energies. The second term represents the driving force for segregation due to strain, 
where 𝐾𝑆𝑛 is the bulk modulus of Sn, 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 is the shear modulus of Ge1-xSnx, and 
𝑟𝑆𝑛 − 𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 represents the difference in atomic radii between the solute and solvent. For 
the Ge1-xSnx alloy this is more accurately the average atomic radius in the alloy due to 
lattice expansion [59,60]. Changes in the bond-energetic term are only minor as 
𝐶𝑆𝑛 increases whereas the strain energy term increases (decreases) as (𝑟𝑆𝑛 − 𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛)
2 and 
thus strain dominates ∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔. However a given Sn atom’s ability to segregate to the 
surface can be kinetically frustrated at low temperature. Therefore the Sn-composition 
is known to increase with decreasing growth temperature. If we neglect the bond energy 
term and set the numerator and denominator in the strain term to be A, then eq. 61 can 
be approximated as: 
                                          
𝐶𝑆𝑛
0
 𝐶𝑆𝑛
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐴(𝑟𝑆𝑛−𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛)
2
𝑘𝑇
)                                  (65) 
From this expression a comparison of strain and temperature effects on Sn segregation 
can be made clearer. For example, a 1% increase in temperature results in a ~ 1.3x 
increase in 
𝐶𝑆𝑛
0
𝐶𝑆𝑛
. However a 1% increase in 𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 results in a ~ 30× increase in 
𝐶𝑆𝑛
0
𝐶𝑆𝑛
. 
Therefore controlling the strain in the growing layer should be the most important control 
parameter in terms of maximizing Sn-content.  
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  In order to test the effect of layer strain on Sn incorporation we systematically varied 
the starting in-plane lattice constant 𝑎|| on the intended growth surface. This was done 
through a step-grading technique whereby the starting lattice constant was varied by 
adjusting the Sn-content and degree of relaxation of a Ge1-xSnx buffer layer. For each 
staring 𝑎|| a second Ge1-ySny layer was grown in which all other growth conditions were 
held constant so that any increase in y would only be the result of a reduction in strain 
due to the larger starting 𝑎||. Figure 32 plots the measured Sn-composition in the Ge1-ySny 
layer vs. the starting 𝑎|| in the Ge1-xSnx buffer layer. The first point at 𝑎|| = 5.665Å was 
grown on a Ge-buffer as a reference and resulted in 12.0% Sn as measured by XRD-
RSM. The Sn content increases rather linearly and at our largest value of 𝑎|| = 5.759Å we 
achieve 19% Sn as measured by XRD-RSM and SIMS.  This is the highest Sn-content 
yet reported on an industrial CVD reactor. Moreover, in figure 33 the photoluminescence 
spectra at 150 K reveals the longest emission wavelengths of 3133 nm that ever reported 
of GeSn.  Prior to this the longest reported wavelength of light emission from GeSn was 
~ 2.7 μm [61]. The valley at around 3.1 μm is due to the water absorption. This 
demonstrates the applicability of the GeSn system in a much wider range of the IR 
spectrum. 
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Figure 32 Plots the amount of Sn incorporated at fixed growth conditions while only varying the starting 
lattice constant of the relaxed GeSn buffer layer. Growth directly on the Ge buffer is limited to 12%Sn but for 
the same conditions up to 19%Sn can be achived if the strain of growing layer is reduced. 
Figure 33 150 K photoluminescence spectrum of a 17.5% Sn layer which was grown on the multi-layered buffer.  
The emission peak at 3133 nm was observed. The valley at around 3.1 μm is due to the water absorption [56]. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GROWTH OF UNDOPED SIYGE1-X-Y SNX 
5.1 INTRODUCTION TO SIYGE1-X-Y SNX 
 
The ternary Si1-x-yGexSny alloy will allow independent tuning of the band-gap and 
lattice constant. Figure 34 below shows the theoretical lattice constant and band gap 
space (a, Eg) that can be covered for silicon (5.43Å, 1.12 eV), germanium (5.65 Å, 0.66 
eV), and tin (6.49 Å, 0 eV). Vegard-type equations are used to predict the variation of 
lattice constant and band gap as: 
𝑎𝑆𝑖𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 = (1 − 𝑥 − 𝑦)𝑎𝐺𝑒 + 𝑥𝑎𝑆𝑖 + 𝑦𝑎𝑆𝑛 + 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)𝑏𝑆𝑖𝐺𝑒 + 𝑦(1 − 𝑦)𝑏𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛             (66) 
𝐸𝑆𝑖𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛
Γ,𝐿 = (1 − 𝑥 − 𝑦)𝐸𝐺𝑒
Γ,𝐿 + 𝑥𝐸𝑆𝑖
Γ,𝐿 + 𝑦𝐸𝑆𝑛
Γ,𝐿 + 𝑥(1 − 𝑥 − 𝑦)𝑏𝑆𝑖𝐺𝑒 + 𝑦(1 − 𝑥 −
𝑦)𝑏𝐺𝑒𝑆𝑛 − 𝑥𝑦𝑏𝑆𝑖𝑆𝑛                                                                                                          (67) 
 
 Figure 34 Bandgap and lattice constant coverage for the Si-Ge-Sn system. III-V and II-VI are also shown 
in the figure for comparison 
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Where b represents bowing parameters in the linear behavior of the lattice parameter 
and/or band gap, these exact values can be found in references [62,63]. However unlike 
Ge which has a small 0.136 eV offset between the direct Г-valley and indirect L-valley, 
the offset for Si is quite large at 2.3 eV.  Therefore as silicon is added to a GeSn alloy the 
direct-indirect crossover is pushed-out to higher and higher tin levels. Propitiously a 
direct band gap is not explicitly required for SiGeSn as it would primarily be used as 
cladding/barrier material and recombination will be confined to the GeSn active region. 
Rather the control of the composition is required to ensure type-I band alignment, 
however this is complicated if the indirect barrier layer and direct gap active layerl 
conduction band minima are misaligned in k-space. Moreover the positions of the 
conduction band maxima are complicated by splitting of HH and LH bands. Therefore 
the SiGeSn composition is at least nominally selected with the position of the GeSn band-
edges in mind. Practically speaking however strain and growth chemistry are additional 
constraints which limit access to certain compositions. 
5.2 SIYGE1-X-Y SNX GROWTH RESULTS 
 
CVD growth progress of the ternary Si1-x-yGexSny has lagged behind that of Ge1-xSnx. 
This is despite the fact that theory predicts that the three component alloy should be more 
thermodynamically stable owing to increased mixing entropy [64]. Also, for the same Sn 
content in a layer, a layer with Si will act to compensate the compressive strain due to Sn. 
Si compensates the strain effect of Sn at a ratio of 3.7 to 1, which should reduce the 
driving force for Sn segregation and surface degradation. The caveat to these points 
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however is that they assume the layer is a random alloy. Recent work indicates that there 
are in-fact preferred bonding and ordering arrangements, and that Si atoms will seek sites 
which minimize nearest neighbor interactions with Sn atoms [65]. This may account for 
the difficulty in producing high-quality SiGeSn layers in practice. Thus far CVD growth 
has been successfully done using SnD4 and SnCl4 tin precursors with higher order 
germanes, GenH2n+2, and silanes, SinH2n+2 [63, 64]. Despite the success of these 
approaches the CVD precursors are not the optimum choice from a manufacturing point 
of view. SiH4 and GeH4 are industry standard precursors and are preferred in terms of 
achieving low-cost CMOS integrated epitaxy solutions for group IV photonics. These 
lower order hydrides were for a long time considered unsuitable for (Si)GeSn CVD due 
to their poor cracking efficiencies at low temperature. None-the-less we have been 
successful in our use of GeH4 for GeSn growth and although we have demonstrated that 
SiGeSn growth with SiH4 is possible, our understanding and control is limited at this 
point [32].  
It is perhaps unexpected that SiH4 reacts at temperatures of ~ 300ºC when the Si-H 
bond dissociation energy is 398 kJ/mol [66]. In the gas phase the reaction of SiH4 with 
SnCl4 the formation chlorosilanes should be highly favorable: 
𝑆𝑖𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4(𝑔) → 𝐶𝑙𝑆𝑖𝐻3(𝑔) + 𝐻𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙3(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −195 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙   (68) 
𝑆𝑖𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙4(𝑔) → 𝐶𝑙2𝑆𝑖𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝐻2𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2(𝑔): ∆𝐻𝑟
298 = −275 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙  (69) 
Within the group IV epitaxy community chlorosilanes such as dichlorosilane (DCS) are 
only considered suitable for higher temperatures i.e. T > 650ºC. This is mainly due to the 
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lower growth rate of DCS relative to SiH4 at a given temperature. However, contrary to 
popular belief the lower growth rate is not due to less efficient decomposition of the 
chlorinated species relative to the hydride at a fixed temperature. Rather it is due to 
increased Cl surface coverage and or etching upon dissociation. In fact the Si-H bond 
strength decreases with increasing Cl substitution. For example the Si-H bond energy in 
SiH4 is 398 kJ/mol and for H2SiCl2 the Si-H bond energy is 390 kJ/mol. Furthermore 
kinetic effects produce a much higher low temperature (T < 400ºC) sticking coefficient 
for DCS than for SiH4 [66].  Therefore the above gas-phase reactions may enable Si 
incorporation at such low temperatures.  
At low SiH4 flow rate the growth rate does not change much whereas at high SiH4 
flow rate the growth rate can be drastically reduced. Figure 35 plots the growth rate and 
Si composition as functions of SiH4/GeH4 ratio at constant SnCl4 flow rate. The Sn 
composition for each epitaxy run is annotated next to the data points. The decrease in 
growth rate is not unexpected due to the formation of Si-H and S-Cl surface species 
which would slow the overall desorption rate relative to the GeSn-only surface. The Si 
incorporation follows a power law dependence saturating at high ratio of SiH4/GeH4 
while the Sn composition decreases along with SiH4/GeH4. The saturation of Si-content 
as well as the decrease in Sn-content with increasing SiH4/GeH4 is expected based on the 
repulsive interaction explained above. As expected at higher temperature an increase in 
Si incorporation can be observed for the same SiH4/(GeH4 + SnCl4) ratio. Not only is the 
SiH4 more reactive as temperature is increased but the characteristic reduction in Sn 
content at elevated temperature would partially relieve repulsive interactions between Si 
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and Sn. However an increase in the SnCl4 flow at fixed SiH4/GeH4 will result in a 
decrease in the Sn and Si contents.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is illustrated in figures 36(a) and (b) where the SIMS for two SiGeSn layers is 
compared. For both layers the growth temperature is 300ºC and the SiH4/GeH4 = 0.6. 
However the layer in 36(a) had a SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.012 and the layer shown in 36(b) had 
SnCl4/GeH4 = 0.0085. It can be seen in figure 36(a) that there is a grading in Si profile or 
perhaps a delay in Si incorporation. The Si content peaks at 2.8% in this layer and the Sn 
content peaks at 4.5% but decreases to ~ 3% near the surface. Comparatively the layer in 
36(b) has flat profiles with equal amounts of Si and Sn at 4.5%. These results suggest that 
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Figure 35 plots the growth rate of SiGeSn vs. SiH4/GeH4 (left axis) and the Si composition vs. SiH4/GeH4 
(right axis) for a fixed SnCl4 flow. The Sn composition is annotated at each point in black. 
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a parasitic reaction is occurring at higher SnCl4 flows. The increased Cl surface coverage 
at higher SnCl4 flow may promote the etching of incorporated Si via the formation of 
SiClx species which are minimally reactive at such low growth temperatures. The Si-Cl 
bond is quite favorable with a bond energy of 3.95 eV and it is likely that this etching 
behavior reduces the Si content in the layer. 
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Figure 36(a) and (b) the SIMS of SiGeSn layers grown at high SnCl4/GeH4 (a) and low SnCl4/GeH4 (b). 
The layer grown at higher SnCl4/GeH4 has a graded Si profile with only 2.8% Si incorporated while the 
one grown at low SnCl4/GeH4 has a flat Si profile with 4.5% Si 
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Despite the compositional grading effects described above high quality layers can 
still be realized by proper selection of growth conditions. The XRD scans in figure 37 
show a range of SiGeSn compositions that can be grown. All these layers feature single, 
well-defined SiGeSn peaks indicating homogenous composition. The SiGeSn peak 
appears at a larger Bragg angle for more Si-rich layers. SiGeSn peaks are observed on 
both sides of the Ge-buffer layer peak indicating both compressive and tensile strained 
layers. The various ranges of Si and Sn compositions that can be growth demonstrate the 
potential of SiGeSn in strain and band-gap tuning. 
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Figure 37 HRXRD scans of SiGeSn layers with various compositions and lattice constants. SiGeSn 
peaks which are located to the right of the Ge-buffer peak are tensile strained while those to the left are 
compressive. 
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CHAPTER 6 
GROWTH OF DOPED SI-GE-SN ALLOYS 
 
 The use of semiconductor materials in electronic and optoelectronic devices of course 
requires the formation of p-n junctions. Similar to the growth requirements of 
semiconductor alloys the doping concentration and concentration profile must be uniform 
and abrupt. Given that the dopant atom is a solute species with different surface energy 
and covalent radius, segregation can make this requirement a challenging one. There is 
the added complication the even though the concentration profile may be uniform the 
dopant atoms may not occupy tetrahedral bonding sites rendering them electrically 
inactive. In other semiconductor materials systems post-growth annealing can be 
employed to electrically activate dopant atoms. This is however not a favorable condition 
for producing p and n-type GeSn(Si) due to its inherent meta-stability. Obtaining high 
activation in as-deposited layers is an essential consideration. 
6.1 P-TYPE GE1-XSNX 
 
The growth of p-type Ge1-xSnx was accomplished through the addition of B2H6 to the 
process chemistry. With the addition of B2H6 significantly a notable increase in growth 
rate was observed. This phenomenon has been observed in other hydrogen-mediated low 
temperature growth of group IV materials and is thought to be a result of the B-catalyzed 
H desorption. This is similar to the effect we have previously discussed in section 3.1 for 
surface Sn atoms however it is not as simple as a weaker B-H bond energy. The effect 
was found to be more pronounced at higher temperatures possibly due to less efficient 
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hydrogen desorption at lower temperatures. Growth rates of up to 40 nm/min were 
observed for the highest B2H6 flows at 350-375ºC. Growth rates this high at such low 
temperatures are generally not achievable however the effects of catalytic H-desorption 
from Sn and B sites could be an important future technological tool. Figure 38 plots the 
growth rate (left-axis) vs. B2H6 flow and the Sn incorporation (right-axis) vs. B2H6 flow. 
The complimentary behavior is shown in figure 39 where the B incorporation determined 
form SIMS is plotted vs. SnCl4/GeH4 for 4, 15, and 25 sccm of B2H6. The observed 
reduction in Sn incorporation with increasing B2H6 has been reported by Vincent et. al. 
[10] and the authors attribute this behavior to site-competition. However site-competition 
should not occur between B and Sn as the smaller B atom would seek sites under local 
compressive strain while Sn atoms would seek sites under local tensile strain. Figure 5 
illustrates the Si/Ge (100) 2x1 dimer reconstructed surface and the nature of the sites. A 
more likely explanation is that the incorporation of B induces compressive strain in the 
layer which would increase Sn-segregation out of the layer as discussed in section 4.2. 
Conversely an increase in SnCl4 flow would limit boron incorporation through etching-
type reactions i.e. the formation of boro-chloride species. 
Layer thicknesses and compositions were measured by SIMS which revealed Sn 
and B profiles that were uniform and abrupt. A representative SIMS profile with 6.8% Sn 
and 1.38 x10
19
 cm
-3
 B is shown in figure 40 below. The evaluation of the active boron 
concentration in the films was based on a comparison of the resistivity (electrically active 
boron) versus the total boron content of the layer obtained by SIMS. The measured  
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Figure 38 Plots the growth rate (left-axis) and %Sn incorporation (right-axis) as a function of B2H6 flow. 
Figure 39 Boron incorporation vs. SnCl4/GeH4 at four different B2H6 flows. 
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resistivity values, ρ, were used to estimate the electrically activated concentration of 
boron by considering ρ = enμh. To calculate this properly one needs material specific 
hole/electron mobility values, μh, over a wide range of dopant concentrations. Electron 
and hole mobility values for Ge1-xSnx have not been studied in great detail yet and the 
mobility should vary with Sn-concentration as well as doping concentration. However for 
the low Sn-concentrations discussed in this work pure germanium could be used as an 
approximation. Figure 41 plots the SIMS/chemical dopant concentration (left axis) and 
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Figure 40 SIMS depth profile of a GeSn:B layer on Ge-buffered Si. Boron is shown in black, Sn in violet, 
and Ge in blue. The B concentration is on the left axis and the Ge/Sn on the right axis. 
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resistivity (right axis) vs. the B2H6 flow with all other conditions held constant. It is 
obvious from the figure that the B is incorporating into tetrahedral bonding sites due to 
the consistent decrease in resistivity with increasing chemical B concentration. From the 
lowest to highest B2H6 flows we observe an increase (decrease) in the B concentration 
(resistivity) of 1.80 x 10
18
 cm
-3
 and 6.1 mΩ at 4 sccm to 6.0 x 1019 cm-3 and 0.49 mΩ at 
30 sccm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2 N-TYPE GE1-XSNX 
 
 PH3 was first selected as the n-type doping gas for GeSn. The addition of this gas also 
has a significant impact on the growth kinetics. Figure 42 plots the growth rate and Sn-
composition as a function of PH3. No change in growth rate is observed with increasing 
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Figure 41 Plots the chemical B concentration as determined by SIMS (left-axis) and the resistivity 
(right-axis) as a function of the B2H6 flow. 
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PH3 flow although an increase in the Sn-content relative to the undoped growth was 
noticed. There is a modest initial increase in the Sn composition from 7.1% to 7.9% 
however this increase saturates with continued PH3 increase. This behavior is not well 
understood however it is repeatable for multiple temperatures and precursor flows.  The 
PHx fragments on the surface may assist in the reduction of Sn-Cl* surface species which 
based on simple bond energy considerations should be favorable: 
                      𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙 + 𝑃𝐻 → 𝑆𝑛𝐻 + 𝑃𝐶𝑙;          ∆𝐻𝑟 = −66 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙                       (70) 
BHx fragments from B2H6 dissociation should also assist in Sn-Cl reduction from a 
thermochemical point-of-view however the differences in bond length and thus strain 
may account for the difference. The Ge-Ge, Ge-P, and Ge-B bond lengths are 2.48Å, 
2.46Å, and 2.28 Å respectively. Therefore the additional compressive strain created 
from B incorporation relative to P, which is almost strain-neutral, could counteract any 
catalytic effects of the B2H6 molecule on the surface. Figure 43 shows a representative 
SIMS profile for a P doped GeSn layer with 7.29 x 10
18
 cm
-3
 P and 9.8% Sn. The P 
profile is uniform and abrupt however Hall effect measurements revealed very low 
dopant activation. It is not clear at this point why P doping produces such low free 
carrier concentrations. AsH3 was therefore screened as an alternative to PH3 and the 
results were quite encouraging. For the same AsH3/PH3 flows a ~ 10x increase in 
incorporated As was measured relative to incorporated P [67]. Figure 44 plots the 
measured As/P by SIMS for the same AsH3/PH3 showing this behavior over a range of 
flows and compositions. Not only was the chemical incorporation of As higher then P 
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Figure 42 Plots the growth rate (squares, left axis) and the Sn composition (triangles, right axis) as a 
function PH3 flow 
Figure 43 SIMS depth profile for a GeSn:P layer on Ge-buffered Si with Sn in red, P in violet, and 
Ge in black.  
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but it was also 90% electrically activated. AsH3 is known to have a lower adsorption 
energy on Ge (100) and Si (100) than PH3 [68, 69] thus for the same flows a higher 
fraction of AsH3 would react on the surface. This is especially true for growth 
temperatures < 400°C. The increased active fraction may also be related to the increased 
reactivity and/or lower As-H bond energy (294 kJ/mol) relative to the P-H bond energy 
(323 kJ/mol). Both AsH3 and PH3 dissociatively adsorb in the steps: (AsH3)PH3 → 
(AsH2)PH2 → (AsH)PH → (As)P. The stronger P-H bonds may not allow for complete 
decomposition of P-H before being incorporated into the layer which effectively 
passivates the potential donor atom.  
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Figure 44 Plots the As (black squares) and P (red triangles) SIMS content as a function of equal 
AH3/PH3 respective flow rates. 
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CHAPTER 7 
OPTICALLY STIMULATED LASING IN GESN 
 
Achieving an electrically-injected group-IV laser remains the most challenging 
element to the full realization integrated photonics. In 2015 the first optically-pumped 
GeSn laser was demonstrated emitting at ~ 2.3 µm at temperatures up to 90 K. A year 
later our group reported a GeSn laser emitting at ~ 2.5 µm at temperatures up to 110 K. 
These are significant steps forward however they represent only a narrow operating 
margin in terms of emission wavelength and operating temperature. In this section we 
demonstrate broad lasing wavelength coverage from 2-3 µm at even higher temperatures 
up to 180 K. Using the growth methods described in section 4 we produced low defect 
density multi-layered GeSn structures that were then tested by temperature dependent PL 
and optical pumping measurements.  
The PL measurements were performed using a standard off-axis configuration with a 
lock-in technique (optically chopped at 377 Hz).  A continuous wave (CW) laser emitting 
at 532 nm wavelength was used as an excitation source.  The laser beam was focused 
down to a 100 μm spot and the power was measured to be 100 mW.  The PL emission 
was collected by a spectrometer and then sent to a PbS detector (cut-off at 3.0 μm, higher 
signal-to-noise ratio) or a InSb detector (cut-off at 5.0 μm, lower signal-to-noise ratio).  
The optical pumping characterization was performed using a pulsed laser operating at 
1060 nm with 45 kHz repetition rate and 6 ns pulse width.  The laser beam was 
collimated to a narrow stripe (~20 µm width and 0.3 cm length) via a cylindrical lens to 
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pump the GeSn waveguide structure.  Since the spatial intensity profile of the laser beam 
features Gaussian distribution, the knife-edge technique was  
applied to determine the pumping power density.  The device was first mounted on a Si 
chip carrier and then placed into a continuous flow cryostat for low temperature 
measurement.  The emission from the facet was collected by a spectrometer and then sent 
to a PbS or InSb detector.  The integrated emission intensity was measured by setting the 
grating at zero order.     
Table 3 lists the samples with their respective composition, thickness, characteristic 
temperature, lasing wavelength, and lasing threshold [70]. To achieve Sn contents up to 
17.5% the step grading growth method was used and thus for some layers there are three 
different compositions listed. Figure 45 shows the temperature dependent PL results for 
samples D and G, which both show increasing PL intensity with decreasing temperature 
indicating the direct nature of the band gap. Sample D shows a 12x increase in intensity 
and sample G a 23x increase in intensity in going from 300K to 10K. Because the 
wavelength of the excitation laser was 532 nm most of the light is absorbed in the first 
100 nm of the layer.  
An HCl: H2O2: H2O=1:1:10 at 0°C etching solution was used along with standard 
photolithography to fabricate ridge-waveguide-based edge-emitting lasers. A facet is 
formed by (311) crystal plane due to the high lateral etch rate which for an etch depth of 
800 nm produced a waveguide structure with 2 and 5 μm widths at the top and bottom 
of the ridge, respectively.  After etching, the samples were lapped down to ~70 μm 
thickness and then cleaved to different cavity length to finish the devices.  Figure 46 is a 
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cross-section illustration of the waveguide structure used in the optical pumping 
experiments [70]. 
 
TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF LASING CHARACTERISTICS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 GeSn 1st layer* GeSn 2nd layer GeSn 3rd layer** 
T0 
(K) 
Lasing 
wavelength 
@ 77 K 
(nm) 
Threshold 
@ 77 K 
(kW/cm2) sample Sn% 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Sn% 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Sn% 
Thickness 
(nm) 
A 5.6% 210 7.3% 680   
N. 
A. 
2070 300 
B 8.3% 280 9.9% 850   76 2400 117 
C 9.4% 180 11.4% 660   87 2461 160 
D 10.5% 250 14.4% 670   73 2627 138 
E 11.6% 210 15.9% 450   
N. 
A. 
2660 267 
F 9.8% 160 12.7% 680 16.6% 290 84 2767 150 
G 11.9% 310 15.5% 550 17.5% 260 73 2827 171 
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Figure 45 Temperature-dependent PL spectra of samples D and G. The dramatically increased PL 
intensity at lower temperature indicates the direct bandgap material nature. Inset: Integrated PL intensity. 
The additional valley feature appearing at ~3.0 μm in all spectra is due to the water absorption.  
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L-L plots for samples D and G are shown in figures 47 and 48 respectively. At 
77 K, the lasing thresholds for all samples ranged from 117 to 300 kW/cm
2
, as listed 
in Table V.  Sample A which had a Sn content of 7.3% would be expected to have the 
least direct band gap which may explain the relatively high lasing threshold of 300 
kW/cm
2
.  Sample E also had a lasing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 46 Cross-sectional schematic of optical pumping structures (not to scale). 
 
threshold of 267 kW/cm
2
 despite having a Sn content of 15.9%, the high threshold 
therefore may be a result of lower material quality.  The remaining five samples had 
lasing thresholds ranging from 117 to 171 kW/cm
2
 at 77 K. These values are substantially 
lower than that of our previously demonstrated GeSn laser [4] which had a threshold of  
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Figure 47 Sample D light output power versus pump laser power at various temperatures. Lasing was 
observed up to 160 K. 
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Figure 48 Sample G light output power versus pump laser power at various temperatures. Lasing was 
observed up to 180 K 
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~200 kW/cm
2
 at 77K.  Also of note are the maximum lasing temperatures of 160 K and 
180 K for samples D and G respectively.  Despite the high thresholds of 795 and 920 
kW/cm
2
 these are the highest lasing temperatures yet reported for GeSn. Likewise, the 
lasing wavelength of 2845 nm observed for sample G is a significant increase in the 
spectral coverage for GeSn-based lasers and indicates utility in MWIR device 
applications.  
The characteristic temperature for each sample was extracted by temperature-
dependent lasing threshold except for samples A and E due to insufficient data points, as 
listed in Table 3. The values ranged from 73 K to 87 K for the samples which were 
analyzed. Sample G is shown as an example, in figure 49 at the bottom inset with a fitted 
characteristic temperature of 73 K between 77 and 180 K. In comparison, the 
characteristic temperatures of earlier developed InP and GaAs based optically pumped 
lasers were reported as 100 and 129 K, respectively [71,72]. 
The laser emission spectra for samples A through G are summarized in figure 50. At 77 
K, lasing was observed for all of the samples however upon increasing the temperature to 
110 K samples A and E ceased lasing. Samples B, C, D, F, and G all continued to lase at 
140 K and samples D and G lased at 160 K, finally at 180 K lasing was only observed 
from sample G.  It is perhaps important to note that theoretical studies have predicted that 
200 K should be the upper limit lasing temperature for bulk heterostructure GeSn due to 
dominant Auger recombination above this temperature [73].   
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Figure 49 Plots the threshold power density vs. temperature for sample D. The characteristic temperature 
was extracted from the slope of the fitted line. 
 
In figure 51 the PL spectra of samples D and G are compared to their respective 
Lasing spectra. There is a blue-shift in the lasing spectra of both samples however the 
shift is 11x greater in sample G. This blue-shift may be a result of the band filling effect, 
in which carriers are forced to populate higher energy levels under high injections 
conditions.  Sample G features a larger blue-shift relative to sample D.  This is mainly 
due to the thinner GeSn top layer of sample G (3
rd
 GeSn layer of 260 nm) compared to 
that of sample D (2
nd
 GeSn layer of 670 nm). The thinner active region would force 
injected carriers to populate higher energy states resulting in shorter wavelength 
emission. 
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Figure 50 GeSn laser performance characterization. a, Spectra of GeSn lasers fabricated from samples A 
to G at temperatures from 77 to 180 K  
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Figure 51 Lasing spectra of samples D and G at 77 K of samples compared with those PL spectra. The 
lasing peak blue-shift is due to the typical band filling effect. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 QUANTUM WELL STRUCTURES 
 
The realization of an electrically injected GeSn-based laser will require the use of 
doped heterostructures. Theoretical calculations predict that bulk heterostructures will 
have a large Auger recombination component and would inhibit lasing except for at low 
temperatures [73]. The Auger process can be suppressed through the use of quantum 
wells owing to their lower density of states, however the thin active region of QW’s 
reduces the confinement factor and modal gain. Therefore multiple quantum wells should 
be used to increase the modal gain of the structure [73]. Central to the design of MQW’s 
is determining the materials compositions of the barrier and well layers which will result 
in type-I alignment. It is necessary that the well(s) have a direct bandgap as this is where 
electron-hole recombination takes place therefore the Sn-composition must be maximized 
and the compressive strain must be minimized. Interfacial abruptness is also an essential 
characteristic of MQW structures, but this has proved difficult to realize in practice. Here 
we present the results of our initial GeSn and SiGeSn QW development. These structures 
were grown strained to the Ge buffer and thus lack a direct band gap in the well region. 
None the less these are useful in developing an understanding of the challenges unique to 
design, growth, and characterization of Si-Ge-Sn QW’s. 
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8.1 GE0.95SN0.05/GE0.9SN0.1/ GE0.95SN0.05 QUANTUM WELLS 
 
It is of the utmost importance to demonstrate abrupt interfacial composition 
control for successful QW-based devices. The tendency for Sn atoms to segregate from 
regions of higher Sn to regions of lower Sn makes this challenging from a fundamental 
materials science perspective. Segregation and interdiffusion can be limited by 
minimizing the growth temperature and careful control of the surface chemistry. From an 
engineering perspective interfacial control requires that precursor gases can be switched 
on and turned off rapidly, and that residual gas can be quickly pumped out of the reactor 
volume. Our QW growth development was started with a relatively simple structure 
consisting of Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/Ge0.95Sn0.05 to identify the primary challenges before 
moving to more complicated structures.    
The first barrier layer Ge0.95Sn0.05 is grown at 320°C at a molar flow ratio 
(SnCl4/GeH4) of Ṁ = 0.009 targeting 30 nm. The reactor is continuously purged with 15 
slm of H2 gas to ensure the deposition precursors move quickly through the chamber 
volume. After completion of the first barrier the temperature is ramped to 290°C in 15 
slm H2 and the deposition gases are directed to the vent/exhaust while the temperature 
stabilizes. During this time the molar flow ratio is increased to Ṁ = 0.012 and allowed to 
stabilize, once flow and temperature have stabilized the deposition gases are redirected 
into the chamber volume for growth of the 10 nm Ge0.9Sn0.1 well region. The deposition 
gases are then switched back to vent/exhaust and the temperature and flows are ramped 
back to 320°C and Ṁ = 0.009 and after stabilization the second Ge0.95Sn0.05 barrier layer is 
grown. Ideally the structure would be grown isothermally however due to the strong 
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influence of temperature on composition achieving such a difference in well and barrier 
compositions requires growth a high and low temperature. Finally a Ge passivation cap is 
deposited at 320°C targeting 150 nm. 
The SIMS depth-profile and TEM cross-section of this structure are shown in 
figures 52 (a) and (b) respectively. From these figures we observe a Ge layer ~ 9-10 nm 
thick in between the well and second barrier that was not intended to be part of the 
structure. There is also an apparent increase in Ge and decrease in Sn at the interface of 
the first barrier and well. These are obviously not a desired features and we address the 
source and solution to this issue is discussed further later in this section.  
 
Figure 52(a) shows a cross-sectional TEM of a Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/Ge0.95Sn0.05 structure. 52(b) is a SIMS 
depth profile of this same sample the Ge interlayer can be seen in both TEM and SIMS [32]. 
 
 
The GeSn/GeSn QW was further analyzed by XRD-RSM to determine the layer 
strain and calculate the theoretical band diagram and band offsets. In figures 53 the (224) 
XRD-RSM is shown and based on the interference fringes appear to have excellent 
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structural quality. It is apparent that the QW, barriers, and Ge buffer are aligned in a‖ 
indicating they are fully strained to the Ge-buffer.  The strain and compositions 
determined by XRD RSM are summarized in table 4 [74]. Using these values the band-
offsets and sub-band energy levels were calculated using the effective mass  
 
Figure 53 XRD-RSM in shows the well (9.16% Sn) and barriers (4.85% Sn) are fully strained to the Ge-
buffer. There are also fringes observed in between the Ge buffer and barriers and on the far side of QW, 
this indicates smooth interfaces and high structural quality. 
 
 
Table 4 SUMMARY OF QW STRAIN AND BAND OFFSETS 
Structure GeSn/GeSn QW 
 Thickness (nm) Si (%) Sn (%) Strain (%) 
Cap 14 0 0 0.01 
Barrier 36 0 4.8 -0.84 
Well 7.5 0 9.1 -1.39 
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Barrier 34.5 0 4.8 -0.84 
Buffer 700 0 0 0.01 
Sample 
ΔEcΓ 
(meV) 
ΔEcL 
(meV) 
ΔEvHH 
(meV) 
ΔEvLH 
(meV) 
ΔE1Г-1HH 
(meV) 
ΔE1L-1HH 
(meV) 
ΔEg = EgГ – 
EgL (meV) 
A 76 15 36 5 590 527 18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
approximation and the 6 band K·P methods for the conduction and valence bands, 
respectively. The calculations predict type-I band alignment so that electrons and holes 
are confined to the well with strong wavefunction overlap. The band alignments are 
illustrated in figure 54(a). Temperature dependent photoluminescence studies were done 
on the structure from 10K to room temperature with the results shown in figure 54(b). At 
room temperature there are two peaks observed at ~1950 nm and ~ 2100 nm. The former 
is attributed to the indirect bandgap transition in GeSn barrier region however the 
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Figure 54(a) plots the calculated band alignment and the energy sub-band levels for the 
Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/Ge0.95Sn0.05 with the Ge interlayer. 54(b) shows the temperature dependent PL for the 
same sample from 10K-300K [74]. 
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intensity decreases with temperature as the excess carriers preferentially populate the 
well region. The peak at 2100 nm most likely corresponds to the n1Γ-n1HH transition in the 
GeSn well region. The n1L -n1HH transition is weak at 300 K because the vast majority of 
carriers in the L-valley recombine via Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) non-radiative process 
before the occurrence of inefficient radiative recombination. Once temperature decreases, 
the indirect transition PL peak attributed to n1L-n1HH transition of GeSn well region is 
shown. In low temperatures, thermal energy (i.e. KT ~ 1meV@10K) is lower than the 
barrier height of the L-valley. Therefore, carriers are confined at the L-valley ground 
state of the GeSn QW. This behavior is characteristic of the indirect nature of the QW 
band gap, which is not desirable for light emitting devices. It is therefore essential that 
the Sn composition be increased and the compressive strain be reduced in order to realize 
optimum QW performance. 
8.2 SI0.05GE0.95SN0.05/GE0.9SN0.1/SI0.05GE0.95SN0.05 QUANTUM WELLS 
 
SiGeSn alloys offer additional flexibility as QW barrier layers because the band 
gap /band offsets can be tuned independently. The larger band gap of SiGeSn relative to 
GeSn should allow superior carrier confinement in the QW region. Not unexpectedly 
there are somewhat similar issues with compositional control with the ternary barrier-
layer materials however there is the added complication of a third deposition precursor. 
The growth of the second barrier-layer on the Sn-rich QW surface results in reduced 
growth rate and reduced silicon composition for the same growth conditions. This 
produces a compositionally asymmetric QW structure, however there is no Ge-interlayer 
formation observed at the interface of the QW and the second barrier layer. We delay a 
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detailed discussion of the surface/interface chemistry until section 7.3 and here we 
discuss the characterization results of our first attempts at SiGeSn/GeSn QW’s which 
produced promising results.  
The  (224) XRD-RSM is shown in figure 55 show strong interference fringes. We 
can see that the QW, barriers, and Ge buffer are aligned in a‖ indicating this is a fully 
strained structure.  The strain and compositions for each layer determined by XRD-RSM 
are listed in table 5 and the calculated band offsets are listed in table V.B and illustrated 
in figure 56(a). The strain values in each layer closely match those of the corresponding 
layers in the GeSn/GeSn version of QW and as expected the offsets at EcГ, EcL, EvHH, and 
EvLH are larger than GeSn/GeSn version of the QW. The sub-band energy levels are also 
similar between the two structures and in figure 56(b) we observe two peaks at ~1950 nm 
and ~2100 nm corresponding to the n1Г -n1HH and n1L -n1HH  transitions respectively. At 
300K the L1-HH transition is weak due to the low barrier energy of 13 meV which 
allows carriers to thermally depopulate the L1 sub-band. There is only a 41 meV energy 
separation between the L1 and Г1 levels so that at high temperature electrons can be 
excited into Г1 where radiative recombination is much more efficient. The Г1-HH 
transition therefore dominates the PL spectra at T > 150K however as the temperature 
decreases the electrons are confined to the L1 level and the L1-HH transition becomes the 
primary feature of the spectra. From the band diagram it is also seen that the Г1 level is 
higher in energy than the L-valley minima in the SiGeSn barriers. This allows electrons 
in that sub-band to spill into the barrier thereby reducing the radiative recombination rate 
in the QW, thus this particular design is not optimum 
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Figure 55 shows the XRD-RSM on the Si0.05Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/Si0.05Ge0.95Sn0.05 sample. All of the layers 
align along the red dashed line at R = 0 indicating fully strained QW layers. 
 
Table 5 SUMMARY OF QW STRAIN AND BAND OFFSETS 
Structure SiGeSn/GeSn QW 
 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Si (%) Sn (%) Strain (%) 
Cap 10 0 0 0.01 
Barrier 42 12 9 -0.82 
Well 11 0 9.1 -1.38 
Barrier 44.5 12 8.2 -0.70 
Buffer 700 0 0 0.01 
Sample 
ΔEcΓ 
(meV) 
ΔEcL 
(meV) 
ΔEvHH 
(meV) 
ΔEvLH 
(meV) 
ΔE1Г-1HH 
(meV) 
ΔE1L-1HH 
(meV) 
ΔEg = EgГ – 
EgL (meV) 
B 287 13 80 34 584 543 8 
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8.3 INTERFACIAL COMPOSITION CONTROL IN QUANTUM WELLS 
 
In order to eliminate these unwanted interfacial profiles the growth sequence was 
first carefully examined for a possible stagnant gas or thermal cause that could be 
eliminated with an engineering solution. In one experiment the flows were kept the same 
as described above however there was no temperature ramping in between steps. Without 
the temperature ramping the delay between deposition of layers 1, 2, and 3 was 
eliminated. A second test was run in which the H2 carrier flow was increased to 20 slm, 
this was done to increase the gas velocity across the wafer. SIMS on these test structures 
revealed that the Ge inter-layer remained with no meaningful change in thickness. 
Additionally we see from figure 52(b) that the Ge-enrichment increases as the Sn content 
on the starting surface increases. There is a small increase in the Ge content at the 
interface of the first barrier and well during the transition from a 5% Sn layer to a 10% Sn 
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Figure 56 (a) plots the calculated band alignment and the energy sub-band levels for the 
Si0.05Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/Si0.05Ge0.95Sn0.05 with the Ge interlayer. 56(b) shows the temperature dependent 
PL for the same sample from 10K-300K [74]. 
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layer. However when transitioning from 10% Sn layer to a 5% Sn layer in the second 
barrier, a completely separate Ge layer is formed. This indicates that the source of the 
inter-layer formation is likely something more fundamental and related to the surface 
chemistry. 
 The cause can be explained both kinetically and energetically. In section 3.1 we 
have discussed the growth kinetics and chemistry and we found that Ge incorporation 
rate increases as ~ [GeH4]𝜃𝑛 where n > 1, whereas Sn only increases as ~ [SnCl4]𝜃. Or 
in other words, a higher availability of open surface sites increase the initial Ge 
incorporation efficiency relative to that of Sn. Additionally the desorption/etching of 
surface SnCl2 can lead to delays in attaining adsorption equilibrium. This is again due to 
the reaction pathways which govern the growth, the SnCl4 molecule undergoes multiple 
intermediate gas-phase reactions and is already partially dissociated during adsorption.  
GeH4 on the other hand arrives at the surface primarily in-tact and therefore must 
dissociatively adsorb on multiple sites. The Sn-enriched surface will have a larger 𝜃 due 
to weaker H and Cl bonding therefore during the initial injection of precursors GeH4 
achieves a more rapid adsorption equilibrium than SnCl4. In energetic terms the Sn 
surface sites may have lower adsorption barriers due to the local strain of Ge-Sn surface 
dimers. Theoretical calculations by Cheng et. al. indicate that GeH4 has lower adsorption 
energy barriers on the strained SiGe (100) surfaces then the Ge (100) surface [75]. 
Although this work did not include adsorption specifically on GeSn surfaces it did show 
generally that compressive strain made surface adsorption sites more reactive. Since 
SnCl4 is already partially dissociated in the gas-phase this increased surface reactivity 
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would have only minor  impact on Sn-incorporation but a large impact on Ge-
incorporation, which allows the interlayer formation. 
 To compensate for this effect the SnCl4 flow can be set to a higher flow during 
the initial gas injection for the second barrier layer growth. The SnCl4 flow is then 
ramped back down to the target value over a 10-20 second time period. Figure 57 is a 
SIMS depth profile of two QW structures, the first was grown using the flow 
compensated version of the recipe and the second was grown with no flow compensation. 
Figure 58 compares simplified versions of the structure of the uncompensated and 
compensated growth recipes to illustrate how the precursor flows and temperatures are 
changed.   
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Figure 57 plots the SIMS depth profile of two Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/ Ge0.95Sn0.05 QW’s. The first was 
flow compensated and the second is the uncompensated control 
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uncompensated version. It is evident form this SIMS profile that the Ge-interlayer 
thickness can be reduced using this method. The increased SnCl4 flow during the initial 
injection into the reaction chamber partially compensates for the initial kinetic advantage 
of the GeH4. SnCl4 eventually achieves kinetic balance with GeH4 and the flow can be 
ramped back down to the target value.  
 Interfacial composition control in SiGeSn/GeSn/SiGeSn QW’s is easier to 
achieve. There is still a slight Ge-enrichment at the interface of the QW and second 
barrier layer but there is no interlayer formation. The main challenge for these structures 
is in achieving symmetric barriers layers on either side of the QW. For the same SiH4, 
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Figure 58 Outlines the temperature and flow during the course of the Ge0.95Sn0.05/Ge0.9Sn0.1/ Ge0.95Sn0.05 
compensated and uncompensated QW’s. The temperature is the same for both recipes however the flow is 
shown as a dashed and solid lines for the compensated and uncompensated recipes, respectively. 
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GeH4, and SnCl4 flows, and same growth time and temperature the second barrier layer 
has a different composition and thickness. A summary of the growth conditions and the 
SIMS results can be found in table 6 and figure 59. It is apparent that there is a difference 
in the growth kinetics for the Sn-rich staring surface of the QW. On the Sn- rich surface 
the Si incorporation decreases, the Ge incorporation increases, and the growth rate is 
reduced. This is a result of competitive adsorption between the GeH4 and SiH4, both 
precursors are stable in the gas-phase and therefore must undergo dissociative adsorption. 
Both have adsorption rates ~ 𝜃𝑛 where n > 1, and therefore both require multiple open 
surface sites. The Sn-rich surface will create a higher a density of adsorption sites 
however GeH4 will have a higher efficiency due the lower Ge-H bond energy. The 
theoretical work in reference [75] indicates that GeH4 should have a lower adsorption 
Table 6 SUMMARY OF BARRIER LAYER ASYMMETRY 
layer 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Time (min) SnCl4/GeH4 SiH4/GeH4 
Barrier 1 320 5 0.0085 0.4 
Barrier 2 320 5 0.0085 0.4 
     
layer SIMS results 
 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Si 
(%) 
Sn 
(%) 
Ge 
 (%) 
Barrier 1 60 4.4 6.6 0.89 
Barrier 2 44 3.5 6.6 0.90 
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energy barrier than SiH4 for Ge (100) and SiGe (100) surfaces. The increased 
compressive strain in the GeSn QW which we have discussed would even further 
increase the reactivity of GeH4 relative to SiH4. The end result of these effects is that Ge 
wins the competition for available surface sites and shifts the composition, however this 
competition also has a benefit. We have mentioned that there is no Ge interlayer 
formation which may be the result of this competition between SiH4 and GeH4. In binary 
GeSn growth the SnCl4 and GeH4 do not compete in the same way due to the gas-phase 
dissociation of SnCl4. Therefore the reactivity of GeH4 on the Sn-rich surface is 
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Figure 59 Plots the SIMS depth profile of a SiGeSn/GeSn QW. The conditions for both SiGeSn barriers 
were identical however the 2
nd
 barrier shows a lower Si composition and growth rate.  
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unhindered whereas in the ternary growth the GeH4 reactivity is buffered by SiH4. In the 
former case a complete Ge-interlayer can be formed where in the latter case only Ge-
enrichment is allowed. The problem of barrier asymmetry is easily fixed by increasing 
the SiH4 flow and the growth time on the second barrier. The Ge-enrichment can be 
eliminated by similarly introducing a higher SnCl4 flow during the initial gas injection 
and then ramping back to the target flow. 
8.4 MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELLS ON STRAIN-RELAXED BUFFER LAYERS 
 
 With interfacial control established the next step will be to take this learning on to 
our strain relaxed platform presented in section 4. Strain-relaxation will allow access to 
previously forbidden Sn compositions in the well and facilitate more favorable band 
alignment. It is important that the GeSn QW have a direct or nearly-direct band gap 
which for most Sn-compositions requires growth on a strain-relaxed GeSn-buffer. In 
terms of photonic application multiple quantum wells are often desired. However for the 
reasons discussed at the introduction of this chapter GeSn should especially benefit from 
the use of MQW’s.  
Figure 60 is a SIMS depth profile of a 4x Si0.03Ge0.9Sn0.07/Ge0.86Sn0.14 MQW on a 
strain-relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer layer. A cross-sectional TEM image is shown in in 
figure 61, both the SIMS and TEM show the abrupt interfaces of the barrier/well regions.  
Based on the XRD-RSM shown in figure 62 the GeSn buffer is 74% relaxed such that 
starting lattice constant, a, for the MQW structure is 5.719 Å. The relaxed buffer layer 
allows Sn contents of 14% in the QW region and these layers are only under 0.88 % 
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compressive strain. As a comparison, a 14% QW layer grown lattice matched to the Ge-
buffer with starting a = 5.66 Å would be under 1.8% compressive strain, the reduced 
strain should the material more direct band gap. The strain calculated from the XRD-
RSM is summarized for each layer in table VII. 
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Figure 60 is a SIMS depth profile of a 4x Si0.03Ge0.9Sn0.07/Ge0.86Sn0.14 MQW on a strain-relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer 
layer. 
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Figure 61 Cross-sectional TEM of the 4x Si0.03Ge0.9Sn0.07/Ge0.86Sn0.14 MQW. 
Figure 62 Lattice space map of 4x Si0.03Ge0.9Sn0.07/Ge0.86Sn0.14 MQW on a strain-relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 
buffer layer. The dashed lines show the shift in the in plane lattice constant which was made possible by 
growing on a strain-relaxed GeSn buffer instead of a Ge-buffer 
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The calculated band diagram is shown in figure 63 indicates the QW regions are 
direct band gap. There is a ΔEg = -140 meV between the direct (Г) and indirect (L) valley. 
This is an improvement over previous SiGeSn/GeSn QW structures which had ΔEg = + 8 
meV. The conduction sub-band n1Г is shown at 0.53 eV and the temperature dependent 
PL in figure 64 reveals a strong intensity peaks at 2585 nm/0.48 eV and 2645 nm/0.47 eV 
for 10K and 80K respectively. The PL emission energy most closely matches the n1Г → 
Ev(lh) transition which from the band diagram calculation is 0.47 eV. Optical pumping 
was done with a 1054 nm laser at 2 mW, the cavities were fabricated in the same way as 
described in chapter 7. The optical pumping results in a decrease in the peak FWHM  
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Figure 63 Plots the band diagram for the 4x Si0.03Ge0.9Sn0.07/Ge0.86Sn0.14 MQW 
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which is indicative of lasing. The output intensity is measured as a function of optical 
pumping power in the L-L curve shown in figure 65, the lasing threshold is seen at 33, 
44, and 127 kW/cm
2
 for 10, 40, and 80K respectively. This is a significant advance in 
GeSn-based photonic devices and up to this point lasing from SiGeSn/GeSn QW’s has 
not been published.  
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Figure 64 compares optical pumping (top) and PL (bottom) at 10K and 80K for the 4x 
Si0.03Ge0.9Sn0.07/Ge0.86Sn0.14 MQW 
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Table 7 SUMMARY OF MQW STRAIN 
Structure SiGeSn/GeSn QW 
 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Si 
(%) 
Sn 
(%) 
Strain 
(%) 
GeSn buffer 700 0 9 -0.17 
SiGeSn Barrier 35 3 7 -0.36 
Well 17 0 14 -0.88 
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Figure 65 plots the L-L output for the MQW at 10,40,and 80K. Threshold power densities were 33, 
44, and 127 kW/cm
2
 for 10, 40, and 80K respectively 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this work we have discussed the growth of epitaxial GeSn alloys on Ge-
buffered silicon. The growth was done using an industrial CVD reactor with a simple 
manufacturing-compatible chemistry. Using experimental results we decipher the 
fundamental surface chemical phenomena critical to successful epitaxial growth of 
GeSn. We found that GeSn growth is initially delayed due to kinetic limitations to the 
incorporation of Sn in the layer. However once growth is initiated the presence of 
surface Sn acts to catalyze the growth. This understanding is essential for producing 
multi-layered epitaxial structures such as multiple quantum wells. Our analysis also 
indicates that the SnCl4 and GeH4 react in the gas-phase to produce intermediates 
which are critical to facilitating growth at low temperatures.  
We next studied the relaxation of GeSn by growth beyond the critical thickness 
and show that the relaxation first occurs through the propagation of 60° misfits from 
the substrate. However immobile 90° edge dislocations are subsequently formed by 
the reaction of 60° misfits resulting in defects being confined to the first ~150 nm. 
Continued strain-relaxation allows increased Sn-incorporation resulting in two distinct 
layers, the first with lower Sn and high defect density and the second with higher Sn 
and low defect density. We found that the strain, due to lattice mismatch, is the 
limiting factor in Sn-incorporation. Moreover, the strain limited Sn-incorporation can 
be overcome by step-grading the Sn-composition and lattice constant. We used this 
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method to achieve Sn concentrations > 17% which are fully-relaxed and emitting light 
at > 3.0 µm. 
SiH4-based growth of the ternary alloy SiGeSn was presented followed by a 
discussion of p and n-type doping of GeSn. We find that SiH4 is suitable precursor for 
ternary alloy growth however the window for quality epitaxial growth is narrowed 
relative to binary GeSn.   B2H6 was evaluated as a p-type dopant source and was found 
to be effective at achieving active carrier concentrations of ~ 6 x 10
19
cm
-3
. In regards 
to n-type dopant sources PH3 was found to be inferior to AsH3 with poor incorporation 
efficiency and activation, whereas As doping levels ~ 1 x 10
20
cm
-3 
were realized. 
The work culminates in the demonstration of optically stimulated lasing in thick 
GeSn layers and SiGeSn/GeSn multiple quantum wells. Lasing wavelengths ranging 
from 2-3 µm at temperatures up to 180K are realized in thick layers. The challenges in 
quantum well growth are discussed and basic QW structures were structurally and 
optically characterized. Finally we demonstrate SiGeSn/GeSn multiple quantum well 
layers on a strain-relaxed GeSn buffer. This structure has enabled the first reported Si-
Ge-Sn based QW laser operating up to 80K at thresholds as low as 33 kW/cm
2
. 
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